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Abstract 
This deliverable describes the CONTENT platform integrated to deliver a functional proof of 

concept demonstrator. The final integrated CONTENT test-bed setup is described, while the 

configuration setup for the test cases that were used to carry out the assessment of the 

CONTENT concepts is presented. Decisions that utilize he system facilities are presented 

based on the already defined functional requirements, communication patterns by means of 

slice/virtual infrastructures initiation & creation . 
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Executive Summary 
Intended Audience  

This deliverable is primarily intended for internal use by the consortium partners and the 

European Commission. However, it is a public document (PU) and therefore will be made 

publicly available through the CONTENT web site. 

Scope 

The CONTENT project has designed and implemented an SDN prototype for the project 

proof of concept demonstration. This functional prototype realizes our architectural model 

and serves as common platform for development and integration of wireless and optical 

networks using the proposed multi-domain SDN approach. Every software component of the 

CONTENT prototype is based on open source code that has been extended during the 

project. So it is easy to be reassembled and deployed in other test-beds, by network 

operators or telecom providers that are interested in adopting the CONTENT project solution. 

Each individual component’s functionality has been described in previous deliverables. In 

this document we describe the components and their configuration for the proof of concept 

demonstrations. Proof of concept demonstrations are related to the execution of 

"Composition of virtual resources over physical infrastructures", "Network connectivity 

services and end-to-end cloud services over the “CONTENT test cases” defined in [D5.1]. 

These proof of concept demonstrations served as the ground floor for the CONTENT 

experimental evaluation. 

Document Structure 

The document is structured as follows. Section 1 provides an introduction to this document. 

Section 2 provides a description of the CONTENT test-bed used for the proof of principle 

demonstrations. We provide a summary of the test-bed setup, a description of the 

components used for the experiments and a summary of their configuration. All the 

CONTENT test-bed components operations and functionality are described in detail in [D3.1], 

[D3.2], [D3.3] (regarding data-plane operations), while the CONTENT approach for network 

virtualization and connection provisioning has been identified and described in detail in 

[D4.1], [D4.2] and [D4.3] [D2.1], [D2.2]. 

Section 3 is related to the proof of concept demonstrations for virtual infrastructure 

construction. This is related to the “Test Scenario 1: Composition of virtual resources over 

physical infrastructures”, defined in D5.1. It aims to test the composition of virtual resources 

over underlying physical infrastructures including optical and wireless network domains as 

well as Data Centres. Section 4 is related with the proof of concept demonstrations for end-

to-end cloud services over the CONTENT infrastructure. This is related to the “Test Scenario 

2: Network connectivity services and end-to-end cloud services over CONTENT”, defined in 

D5.1. Section 5 provides a description of the proof of concept demonstrations performed for 

the enhanced CONTENT test-bed described in section 7 of [D5.1]. With the extended 

CONTENT test-bed the delivery of customized cloud-based services is provided on a 

customer basis, using SDN/Network Function Virtualization (NFV). Finally, Section 6 

summarizes the results of the proof of concept demonstrations and conclusions. 
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1. Introduction  
The goal of the CONTENT test-bed implementation work package was twofold. The first was 

to implement functional prototypes of the project’s multi-domain SDN vision and the second 

was to evaluate the performance of the CONTENT solution over a functional integrated test-

bed, through the execution of a number of test cases. Since the range of requirements for 

such a complex prototype system is wide (a number of software and hardware components 

must work together for a number of different systems and test-beds), the relevant results 

provide significant insight in terms of interoperability and other related technical challenges. 

In this deliverable we describe the installation and configuration procedures we followed, in 

order to build the functional, wireless-optical integrated CONTENT test-bed together with 

updates on work items handled prior to integration by individual technical work packages. 

Regarding the test cases execution, in this deliverable, we specify the execution principles of 

the networking scenarios as defined in task T5.1 and delivered in [D5.1]. Furthermore, we 

provide the detailed description of the execution of a number of test cases related to a) the 

composition of virtual resources over physical infrastructures and b) the delivery of network 

connectivity services and end-to-end cloud services over CONTENT.  In more detail under 

Test Scenario 1, entitled “Composition of virtual resources over physical infrastructures”, four 

test cases were executed over the functional prototype solutions, namely "Virtual 

infrastructures composed of optical resources", "Virtual infrastructures composed of wireless 

resources", "Virtual infrastructures composed of both optical and wireless resources" and 

"Virtual infrastructures composed of optical, wireless and IT resources".   Under Test 

Scenario 2, entitled “Network connectivity services and end-to-end cloud services delivery 

over CONTENT”, the following test cases were executed, namely "Inter-DC network service 

provisioning", "User-to-DC network service provisioning", "End-to-end cloud services 

connectivity over CONTENT", "End-to-end delivery of a cloud-based video streaming service 

over CONTENT".  

For each test case the communication patterns (slice initiation/creation, traffic patterns and 

scheduling/routing decisions) that utilize the system facilities and exploit remote accessing 

on an on demand basis were investigated. We also note that the project efforts have 

extended the prototype’s basic functionality and the initial CONTENT test-bed (NITOS 

wireless test-bed - Bristol optical test-bed), with SDN/NFV solutions through the integration 

with the Juniper test-bed. This integration together with the execution of the relevant test 

cases is described in Section 5 of this document. Based on the description of the 

functionality to be tested, we present the installation and configuration required to ensure 

how the tests were conducted, together with results that prove its viability and demonstrate 

possible cloud applications. For each test case, a set of requirements were defined in D5.1, 

which provide the baseline against which we are able to determine whether the CONTENT 

system and its features are meeting the expected functionality and performance.  

The demonstration of various cloud applications that showcase key multi-domain SDN ideas 

and concepts validates the feasibility of the CONTENT architecture, in particular the 

functionalities of the CONTENT software prototype integrated with the CONTENT data plane 

and its ability to adopt various wireless access technologies (Wi-Fi/LTE) and frame based 

optical switching in a number of configuration settings. Furthermore, the CONTENT 
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prototype solutions serve as an excellent dissemination tool and a number of test cases 

have been showcased in various international venues like EUCNC 2015 utilizing the 

CONTENT multi-site test-bed. Although the CONTENT prototype developed in the project 

represents only a proof-of-concept system and did not address the detailed engineering 

development work required in a production design, the open demonstration of the 

CONTENT SDN concepts will help to build industrial awareness and confidence in multi-

domain SDN as a viable technology exploitable in the market. 

2. The CONTENT Prototype: Test-bed & Components Installation 

and Configuration 

In this section we provide a) the description of the CONTENT test-bed used for the proof of 

principle demonstrations, by means of hardware installation and configuration as well as b) a 

high level description of the main software components and a summary of their configuration. 

Proof of Principle (PoP) prototyping enabled the key technologies of the proposed 

CONTENT solution and its sub-elements to be tested for viability and performance. 

Furthermore, software prototyping and hardware installation and configuration together with 

the test cases execution were required in order to determine that:  

 The appropriate design directions have been selected during the project.  

 Technical aspects of the development have been successfully addressed.   

 Technology integration into the proposed envelope.  

 The design requirements are successfully demonstrated.  

2.1. Extended Service Requirements 

 
In this section and prior to the proof of concept demonstrations, we provide the installation 

and configuration details related to the deployment of the CONTENT prototype for our 

reference scenarios. In [Figure 2-1] the network diagram of the CONTENT test-bed physical 

network connectivity and the server systems setup is presented. In the following subsection 

the NITOS wireless test-bed installation and configuration details are provided followed by 

the description of the optical TSON test-bed.  Finally the installation and configuration details 

applied to the virtualized Data Centre are described. For the needs of these demonstrations 

the Data Centre was located at the University of Bristol, where the link connection between 

the TSON optical test-bed and the Data Centre servers was an internal part of the Bristol 

University network.  

 

2.1.1. NITOS Wireless Test-bed: Systems Installation & Configuration  

 

All the series of CONTENT experiments involving the wireless network segment were 

performed using the NITOS indoor and outdoor test-bed. Our intention was to retrieve 

measurements and take reliable results not only from the isolated and controlled room of the 

indoor test-bed, but also from the open environment of the outdoor test-bed that better 

reflects the conditions of a real case scenario. We also used a variable number of nodes and 

different topologies of Access Points (APs) installations for the experiments, in order to verify 
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the behaviour of our system in a variety of deployments in order to enhance the validity and 

reliability of our results. 

 

 

Figure 2-1: CONTENT network diagram for Test Scenarios execution and proof of concept demonstrations 

 

 The NITOS indoor test-bed consists of 50 ICARUS nodes and is deployed in an 

isolated environment at the University of Thessaly's campus building. The indoor 

test-bed LTE deployment was the one that was used during the test cases execution 

and allowed for experimentation with heterogeneous (Wi-Fi, LTE) wireless 

technologies.  

 The NITOS outdoor test-bed consists of 50 powerful nodes that feature multiple 

wireless interfaces. It is deployed at the exterior of the University of Thessaly (UTH) 

campus building.  
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Photos of both indoor and outdoor test-bed that were used for the proof of concept 

demonstrations are shown below: 

 

 

 

Figure 2-2: Indoor NITOS test-bed                                       

 

Figure 2-3: Outdoor NITOS test-bed                                            

As it can be seen in [Figure 2-2], in the indoor test-bed the nodes are placed in a 

symmetrical way forming a Grid architecture. In the outdoor test-bed the nodes are less 

aligned allowing the experimenters using different topology scenarios. 

 Indoor Test-bed: The distance amongst the nodes is 1.2 meters with an identical 

height level.  

 Outdoor Test-bed: The distance amongst the nodes can be found easily here: 

http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/index.php/test-bed-tools/nodes-distance-tool   

More information about the NITOS test-bed and its activities can be found here: 

http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr, while in Table 1, we present a summary of the equipment used. 

 
Table 1: Installation Summary of NITOS test-beds 

Installation and configuration 
Summary 

Indoor test-bed 
 

Outdoor test-bed 

802.11 Nodes type & 
Number of Nodes: 

Icarus Nodes 
50 

10 Orbit - like nodes  
25 Grid nodes 
15 Diskless nodes 

Wireless Interfaces Multiple  
Ath5k, Ath9k driver 
802.11a/b/g/e/n 

Multiple  
Ath5k, Ath9k driver 
802.11a/b/g/e/n 

OS  Ubuntu 12.04,Ubuntu 14.04 Ubuntu 12.04, Ubuntu 14.04 
CM card yes yes 
LTE Network yes no 
Openflow Network yes (only for the 802.11 network) 

HP 3800 switches 
Openflow 1.0-1.3 

yes 
Pronto 3290  
Openflow 1.0 

GEANT connection utilization yes yes  

http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/index.php/testbed-tools/nodes-distance-tool
http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/
http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/index.php/hardware/wireless-nodes/orbit-like-nodes
http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/NITlab/index.php/hardware/wireless-nodes/diskless-nodes
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802.11 Access Points Installation & Configuration 

For the CONTENT prototype and for all the experiments performed deploying 802.11 

networks, ICARUS nodes were the most usual type of nodes used. The specification of an 

ICARUS node is given in the table below:  

Table 2: Specification of an Icarus node 

ICARUS Node 
Motherboard Features two Gigabit network interfaces and supports two wireless interfaces 
CPU Intel® Core™ i7-2600 Processor, 8M Cache, at 3.40 GHz 
RAM Kingston 4G HYPERX BLU DDR3 
Wireless Interfaces Atheros 802.11a/b/g   &   Atheros 802.11a/b/g/n (MIMO) 
Chassis Manager card NITlab CM card 
Storage Solid state drive 
Power Supply 350 Watt mini-ATX 
Antennas Multi-band 5dbi , operates both on 2.4Ghz & 5Ghz 
Pigtails High quality pigtails (UFL to RP-SMA) 

 

[Figure 2-4] shows the configuration for setting a wireless node operating in Access Point 

infrastructure mode. This scheme was applied to any type of node used (ICARUS, Orbit etc.) 

and the same configuration was run in both test-beds. The hostapd.conf file depicted is 

representative but not complete. Further wireless parameters like congestion window and 

AIFS were also configured. 

 

 Figure 2-4: Access Point Configuration Scheme 

Control network - (The eth0 interface) 

Every node located either at the indoor or outdoor NITOS test-bed has the default interface 

eth0 up and it is used in order to remotely manage and control the functional state of the 

node. This means that a user can turn the node on or off, reset the node or check its status. 

More importantly with eth0 a user can load his/her preferable image (i.e. an Ubuntu 
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distribution), perform the experiments and save the image in order to reuse it in the future 

(there are lot of default images located in NITOS server). OMF/PXE [OMF] services are 

used for providing the image loading functionality. OMF is a control, measurement and 

management framework for experimental platforms. Its development started at the Orbit test-

bed (Rutgers University) and is currently maintained by NICTA and other contributors. From 

the experimenter's point of view, OMF provides a set of tools to describe and instrument an 

experiment, execute it and collect its results. From the test-bed operator's point of view, 

OMF provides a set of services to efficiently manage and operate the test-bed resources 

(e.g. resetting nodes, retrieving their status information, installing new OS image). 

Control interface: For every node the IP of eth0 is 10.0.1.XXX where XXX is the number of 

the node reserved.  

For the remote management control of the NITOS nodes we described above 

we use the NITOS Chassis Manager Card. CM Card consists of an Arduino 

Ethernet Microcontroller and a NITOS CM Card Shield. The CM Card's 

Firmware is a tiny web-server that receives and processes http requests.  

A NITOS CM Card

 

 

We note that CM services were also exposed to the IML through the Manager API. This way 

a third party library or the control layer itself could check the operational status of any 

physical node. 

 

Configuration in Access Point Infrastructure mode 

In order to set a node in access point mode we configure the hostapd.conf file which is 

located at the /etc/hostapd/ folder inside Linux kernel. This procedure is driver dependent. 

For all our experiments we used the open source ath9k driver, while tests were performed 

with ath5k driver also. 

In principle, in every Linux machine (ath9k open source driver) we are able to configure all 

the parameters needed for the AP operation such as its SSID, channel, beacon interval etc., 

through the configuration of the hostapd.conf file. Some of these parameters are mandatory 

and must be always included in the list while some others of these parameters are optional. 

If some optional parameters are missing from the list, their default values are used. The 

interface parameter, which is also a mandatory variable, declares the wireless interface that 

is used for the association with the wireless clients. In all the experiments performed, we 

used only one wireless interface, wlan0 used as the default.  

Moreover, for every node we utilized an Ethernet interface (in our case the eth1), which 

enabled wired communication from the node to the OpenFlow-based [ONF] wired backhaul 

network. From there, the traffic was forwarded through the NITOS gateway to the GEANT 

optical network and from there to the TSON optical network. The connectivity between the 

TSON optical switched and the switch fabric of the Data Centre utilized Bristol test-bed 

internal network links and their description is provided in the following subsections. 

Bridging the interfaces  

Bridging the wireless interface (wlan0) with the Ethernet interface (eth1) was needed in order 

to forward the traffic from the wireless interface to the Ethernet segment and thus to some 

http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardEthernet
http://arduino.cc/en/Main/ArduinoBoardEthernet
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external network (the TSON network or internal NITOS networks for testing). In case that a 

single AP was required to operate over a single node, we created a bridge named br0 using 

the brctl tool in LINUX and we manually added the Ethernet interface on its one side. A 

wireless interface was added automatically by the hostapd with the bridge=br0 line. For the 

network configuration, we used the IP range 192.168.YYY.XXX to the bridge interface with 

netmask 255.255.255.0, where YYY was the subnet-id and the XXX was the number of the 

node reserved. For example for flow A the network was 192.168.3.0/24, while for flow B the 

network was 192.168.10.0/24. This was necessary to address testing connectivity issues 

between the wireless client and the AP. Having configured successfully all the above, the 

hostapd service started given the following command in the terminal:  

root@node0xx:~$hostapd -d /etc/hostapd/hostapd.conf 

 As we will present in Section 3 a different approach was used in order to utilize Multi-

SSID technology and to create multiple Virtual Access Points in the IML. This 

procedure together with configuration examples is described in detail in Section 3. 

 For every node all the Access Point configuration, management and control was 

exposed through the Manager API. 

 

Wired Switching: Installation and configuration 

For the wired backhaul connectivity of the Access Points we utilized the installation of 

OpenFlow enabled switches in both the indoor and outdoor test-beds.  With the OpenFlow 

we separate the control path and the data path, which in the classical routers occur in the 

same device. With OpenFlow we are able to use a separate controller (OpenDaylight, 

Floodlight etc) in order to take the decisions and program the switch according to our own 

needs. Different switches are installed in the NITOS indoor and outdoor test-bed premises: 

 Indoor test-bed: HP 3800 Switches 

 Outdoor test-bed: Pronto 3290 Switches 

Since different switches were used, different configurations were required in each case.  We 

also note that different slicing and network virtualization approaches were used per switch 

technology. We provide more details in section 3 where we describe the execution of the 

Virtual Wireless Network construction test case. 

Furthermore for the extended CONTENT-Juniper Test-bed test case, enhancements were 

made in the NITOS indoor test-bed, with the installation of new equipment, necessary for the 

construction of a VPN tunnel. This tunnel was required for the interconnection between the 

NITOS wireless test-bed and the JUNIPER test-bed in the Netherlands. Configuration 

changes were necessary in the HP switch towards this goal. No additions were made in the 

outdoor test-bed that were not included in the integrated test-bed. The switch fabric 

installation and configuration summary is provided in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Switch Installation and Configuration Summary 

Switch Installation and 
Configuration 
Summary for 
CONTENT 

The CONTENT Wireless Test-bed 

Indoor Test-bed 

The CONTENT Wireless Test-bed  

Outdoor Test-bed 

 
Openflow Switches HP 3800 switch Pronto 3290 
Short Specification http://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/getpdf.aspx/c04111485.

pdf?ver=19 
 
OpenFlow 1.0-1.3 

http://www.pica8.org/documents/pica8-
datasheet-48x1gbe-p3290-p3295.pdf 
 
Openflow 1.0 

Virtualization Capabilities ● Virtualization mode 
● Aggregation mode 

No native support 

FlowVisor No Yes 
QoS 
 

- Port Rate Limiting 
- Per flow Rate Limiting 
- Not available with ODL Helium controller 

(supported only by VAP controller) 
- Lithium ODL controller will support flowMod 

services with the DMIM project. 
- Experiments performed with QoS pre-

configuration. 

- Port-Queues 
- Available with ODL 
- Per flow Rate Limiting not available 

on openflow 1.0 

 
 

Extended CONTENT - Juniper test-bed  
Switch Fabric SRX240 Device No extensions made 
Short Specification http://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-

services/security/srx-series/srx240/ 
 

Short config description New VPN tunneling connections to the Juniper Test-bed 
in Holland. 
Geant connection with updated network configuration.  

 

  

OpenFlow Switch Fabric - Virtualization Capabilities 

Regarding the virtualization capabilities that were utilized during the proof of concept 

demonstrations were switch vendor/model dependent. For the NITOS outdoor test-bed the 

slicing of the flow table was achieved using the FlowVisor [FlowVisor]. In the case of the 

indoor test-bed where we used HP3800 switches, the virtualization and slicing of the switch 

per MOVNO was achieved by enabling the virtualization mode when operating in OpenFlow 

mode [Fig. 2-5]. 

 

 Figure 2-5: HP3800 Switches on the Indoor Test-bed: Slicing by enabling the Switch Virtualization Mode 

  

http://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/getpdf.aspx/c04111485.pdf?ver=19
http://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/getpdf.aspx/c04111485.pdf?ver=19
http://www.pica8.org/documents/pica8-datasheet-48x1gbe-p3290-p3295.pdf
http://www.pica8.org/documents/pica8-datasheet-48x1gbe-p3290-p3295.pdf
http://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/srx-series/srx240/
http://www.juniper.net/us/en/products-services/security/srx-series/srx240/
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A sample configuration made per instance is the following: 

Configured OF Version : 1.3     
 Negotiated OF Version : 1.0   
 Instance Name         : i2cat                          
 Admin. Status         : Enabled 
 Member List           : VLAN 692          
 Listen Port           : None         
 Oper. Status          : Up    
 Oper. Status Reason   : NA                                    
 Datapath ID           : 02b4f0921c21b900      
 Mode                     : Active     
 Flow Location         : Hardware and Software       
 No. of Hw Flows       : 0   
 No. of Sw Flows       : 0   
 Hw. Rate Limit        : 0 kbps            
 Sw. Rate Limit        : 100 pps      
 Conn. Interrupt Mode  : Fail-Secure       
 Maximum Backoff Interval : 60 seconds   
 Probe Interval        : 10 seconds   
 Hw. Table Miss Count  : NA                
 No. of Sw Flow Tables : 1   
 Egress Only Ports     : None                                  
 Table Model           : Single Table                          
 Controller-Id   1           
  Connection Status Connected      
  Connection State  Active         
  Secure No   
  Role Equal 

 

Pronto 3290 Switched Outdoor Test-bed : Slicing using the FlowVisor 

In the outdoor test-bed in order to provide the slicing of the flow-table we utilized the 

FlowVisor technology [Fig. 2-6]. FlowVisor is a special purpose OpenFlow controller that 

acts as a transparent proxy between OpenFlow switches and multiple OpenFlow controllers. 

More details about FlowVisor can be found in [Flowvisor]. We note that the FlowVisor does 

not support the OF 1.3 protocol. 

 

      Figure 2-6: NITOS OpenFlow test-bed topology 

The procedure to enable Quality of Service (QoS) control in every virtual flow is also switch 

vendor/model dependent. 
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LTE network: Installation and Configuration 

In the NITOS test-bed, LTE-specific test-bed control, management and monitoring software 

tools have been developed or enhanced to meet the CONTENT needs. These 

enhancements are related to the OMF Brokering service, the NITOS scheduler tools and 

Slice Federation Architecture (SFA) - REST based tools. These enhancements were 

described in [CONTENT D4.1] and [CONTENT-D4.2].  

The LTE Network Abstraction, Control and Management API was necessary in order to 

abstract the LTE Network both by means of component abstraction and services and expose 

it to the IML. For the goals of the CONTENT project, in order to support the necessary 

abstractions and services required by the IML, extensions were necessary to support extra 

functionalities for the virtualization of the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) network by means of 

virtual Access Point Name identifiers (APNs). The related LTE API was developed in the 

context of the EU funded FLEX project [FLEX], and all the enhancements made along with 

the procedure of virtual APNs creation were described in deliverable [CONTENT-D4.2]. In 

section 3-Test Case 2, we provide a description of the installation and configuration made for 

the proof of concept experiments. 

A high level diagram of the NITOS LTE network used for the CONTENT experiments is 

shown in [Figure 2-7]: 

 

                          Figure 2-7: LTE configuration network 

 

EPC Installation and Configuration details 

System Architecture Evolution (SAE) is the core network architecture of the LTE wireless 

communication standard, it is the evolution of the GPRS Core Network and together LTE 

and SAE comprise the Evolved Packet System (EPS). The core network (EPS) uses the 

concept of EPS bearers to route IP traffic from a gateway in the Packet Data Network (PDN) 

to the UE. This core network (called EPC) is responsible for the overall control of the UE and 

establishment of the bearers.  
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The main logical nodes of the EPC that were tuned for CONTENT experimentation are 

represented in the table below:  

Table 4: LTE Software components 

Component Description 
PDN Gateway (P-GW) The PDN Gateway is responsible for the IP address allocation for the UE, as well as QoS 

enforcement and flow-based charging. 

Serving Gateway (S-
GW) 

All user IP packets are transferred through the Serving Gateway, which serves as the local 
mobility anchor for the data bearers when the UE moves between eNodeBs. 

Mobility Management 
Entity (MME) 

The Mobility Management Entity (MME) is the control node that processes the signalling 
between the UE and the core network. 

Home Subscriber 
Server (HSS) 

The HSS is a central database that contains subscriber account information. Functions of 
the HSS include: mobility management, call and session establishment support, user 
authentication and access authorization. 

 

The management and Configuration of the EPC was made using the lterf service and a GUI 

based management tool provided by SiRRAN. A screenshot of the GUI can be seen in 

Figure 2-8 (notice that the same configuration can be easily set by the command line): 

 

 

Figure 2-8: LTEnet graphical interface 

The configuration setup for each one of the above components that we used during the 

series of experiments is shown in Table 5: 
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Table 5: Configuration Setup of the LTE Components 

P-GW S-GW MME HSS 
Property Value Property Value Property Value Property Value 
GTP-U Bind 
IP Address 

192.168.200.
200 

GTP-U Bind 
IP Address 

192.168.200.
200 

MME Name MME Diameter Bind 
IP Address 
 

127.0.0.1 
 

GTP-C Bind 
IP Address 

127.0.0.1 GTP-C Bind 
IP Address 

127.0.0.1 
 

GTP-C Bind 
IP Address 

127.0.0.1   

PGW AMBR 
Downlink 

1 Gbit/s   S1AP Bind IP 
Address 

192.168.200.20
0 

  

PGW AMBR 
Uplink 

1 Gbit/s 
 

  Diameter Bind 
IP Address 

127.0.0.1   

    GUMMEI MME   
    MME Code 1   
    MME Group 

ID 
0   

 

The EPC instance as exposed by the Broker service during the series of experiments 

performed is shown in Table 6: 

Table 6: Configuration Setup of EPC 

EPC as exposed by the Broker Service 

Property Value 

name epc001 
urn urn:publicid:IDN+omf:testserver+epc+epc001 
uuid 6b94586a-c914-4af1-81cb-a55fc025791e 

resource_type epc 
domain omf:nitos.indoor 
exclusive true 
base_model LTEnet 
vendor SIRRAN 
plmnid 46099 

 

eNBs 

Regarding the eNodeBs, two LTE 245F eNBs were used, shown in a representative photo 

below: 

LTE AP Models 245F: It is dual band capable and is available in 3GPP Bands 

1/13, 4/13, 2/5 or 7/13. It supports 2x2 MIMO with an output power of +10dBm 

per port. All the eNodeBs used for the CONTENT experimentation were 

installed in the NITOS indoor test-bed 

 

 

The full configuration of the eNodeB was the following and was made through LTErf service 

described in [Content- D4.2]: 
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Table 7: Configuration Setup on an eNB 

eNodeB 
Property Value 
name e_node_b_001 
urn urn:publicid:IDN+omf:testserver+enodeb+e_node_b_001 
uuid c4c2a6d9-47fa-4dea-8255-822b1c0f746b 
resource_type enodeb 
domain omf:nitos.indoor 
exclusive true 
base_model 245F 
vendor ip.access 
mode fdd 
center_ul_frequency 2535 MHz 
center_dl_frequency  2655 MHz 
channel_bandwidth 10 MHz 
number_of_antennas 2 
tx_power 15 dbi 
mme_sctp_port 36412 

 

LTE Services 

We note that a crucial component for the operation of the test-bed was the data-path 

architecture, i.e. the way that traffic is routed beyond the EPC network. Since several EPC 

implementations have different ways of interfacing the external networks (such as the 

Internet, etc.), the LTE network should be exposed in a standard way to them, thus 

facilitating easier test-bed federations. To this aim, the data-path architecture should be 

meeting the following challenges: 

 Support for user-defined routing of data:  

 Providing a standardized API for interconnecting the different test-beds: The way that 

the different EPC networks can provide an interface external to the LTE network 

entities differs from each PDN-GW implementation; for example the SiRRAN EPC 

network adopted in NITOS handles the ARP requests inbound to the PDN-GW by 

always replying with the same MAC address. Such limitations were handled 

appropriately for the correct provisioning of the LTE test-bed. 

 Providing completely isolated slices of the LTE infrastructure: Our goal was to enable 

the handling of different virtual flows - one per provider on a VLAN basis, over a 

single EPC instance/network. To this end, a detailed scheme for slicing support had 

to be employed, in order to enable transmissions with guaranteed bit-rates and 

individual access to the resources, even on the wired backbone beyond the EPC 

network. VLAN tagging was used for the wired backbone, and a similar technique for 

the LTE network. Towards meeting these pre-set goals, we a) adopted an SDN-

based backend to our test-bed architecture that allowed, through the OpenFlow 

protocol, the configuration of virtual wired switches among the PDN-GW interface 

and the selected network for relaying traffic (Internet/GEANT), and b) adopted the 

concept of virtual APNs. More details on the installation and configuration of the 

virtual APNs is provided in Section 3-Test case 2. 
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Proof of concept demonstrations: Wireless Clients Installation and Configuration 

802.11 Wireless Clients  

Figure [2-9] shows the configuration held for all the wireless clients in order to associate 

wirelessly to the Access Points. The wireless clients are usually mobile devices but, in our 

experiments, we used ICARUS nodes for test purposes. Every node, as denoted above, has 

multiple wireless antennas and can be also used for the purpose of the experiments. 

Having configured the Access Point, the wireless clients needed to be configured too, in 

order to be associated with the AP. The number of clients that can bind to the AP is limited 

and determined from the max_num_sta line in the hostapd.conf file. A wireless interface (i.e. 

wlan0) was required for the wireless connection. Note that the clients were obligated to be in 

the same network with the AP in order to obtain connectivity. Having configured the above, a 

wireless client could associate with the AP using the following command, 

 root:node0xx:~$iw wlan0 connect mySSID 

where mySSID was the SSID of the corresponding AP. 

 

Figure 2-9: Wireless Client Configuration Setup 

Below is the output of the iw command in the AP and the client accordingly: 

Access Point Wireless Client 
root@node070:~# iw dev wlan0 

station dump 

root@node071:~# iw dev wlan0 link 

Station e4:ce:8f:53:ca:38 (on wlan0) 
 inactive time: 11912 ms 
 rx bytes: 479 
 rx packets: 14 
 tx bytes: 329 
 tx packets: 5 
 tx retries: 4 
 tx failed: 0 
 signal:   -43 dBm 
 signal avg: -38 dBm 
 tx bitrate: 117.0 MBit/s MCS 14 
 authorized: yes 
 authenticated: yes 
 preamble: short 
 WMM/WME: yes 
 MFP:  no 
 TDLS peer:  no 

Connected to 10:9a:dd:a5:c1:bf (on wlan0) 
 SSID: testing1 
 freq: 2412 
 RX: 215001 bytes (2830 packets) 
 TX: 671 bytes (19 packets) 
 signal: -22 dBm 
 tx bitrate: 360.0 MBit/s MCS 21 40Mhz 

short GI 
 
 bss flags: short-slot-time 
 dtim period: 2 
 beacon int: 100 
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Some notable parameters are the SSID of the AP (SSID: testing1), the frequency that an 

AP transmits (freq: 2412) and the signal level in dBm (signal: -22 dBm). From the AP 

perspective the line Station e4:ce:8f:53:ca:38 (on wlan0) indicates the MAC address 

of every associated client while from the client side the Connected to 10:9a:dd:a5:c1:bf 

(on wlan0) line shows the HWMAC of the AP to which it is connected to. Further 

parameters for the received or transmitted bytes to or from the AP are shown in the first 

column. 

LTE Wireless Clients (UE) 

For the LTE infrastructure the available resources are shown in the tables that follow: 

Table 8: NITOS LTE available resources 

LTE Dongle Available 
Dongles 

Technical Specifications 

Huawei E3272s-153 20 4G Frequency: LTE FDD 800 / 900 / 1800 / 2100 / 2600 MHz 
3G Frequency: HSUPA /HSDPA / UMTS / DC-HSPA+ 900 / 2100 MHz 
LTE Download Speed up to 150 Mbps(LTE Cat. 4) 
LTE Upload Speed up to 50 Mbps 
LTE 2x2 MIMO 

Huawei E392u-12 2 4G Frequency: LTE FDD 800 / 900 / 1800 / 2100 / 2600 MHz 
3G Frequency: HSUPA /HSDPA / UMTS / DC-HSPA+ 900 / 2100 MHz 
LTE Download Speed up to 100 Mbps(LTE Cat. 3) 
LTE Upload Speed up to 50 Mbps 
LTE 2x2 MIMO 

Huawei E392u-92 2 
 

4G Frequency: LTE TDD 2300 / 2600 MHz 
3G Frequency: HSUPA /HSDPA / UMTS / DC-HSPA+ 900 / 2100 MHz 
LTE Download Speed up to 100 Mbps 
LTE Upload Speed up to 50 Mbps 
LTE 2x2 MIMO 

 

Whenever a test was performed with a mobile device, one of the LTE-interface enabled 

devices (shown below) was used. 

Table 9: NITOS available mobile devices 

Smartphone 
Model 

Available 
Phones 

Technical Specification 

Google Nexus 5 5 3G - HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1700 / 1900 / 2100 
4G - LTE 800 / 850 / 900 / 1800 / 2100 / 2600 
Android OS, v4.4 (KitKat), upgradable to v4.4.4 (KitKat) 
CPU: Quad-core 2.3 GHz Krait 400 
GPU: Adreno 330 
Sensors: Accelerometer, gyro, proximity, compass, barometer 
Achievable throughput: DC-HSDPA, 42 Mbps; HSDPA, 21 Mbps; HSUPA, 5.76 Mbps; LTE, 
Cat4, 50 Mbps UL, 150 Mbps DL 
WiFi : Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band, Wi-Fi Direct, DLNA, Wi-Fi hotspot 

Samsung galaxy 
I9500 S4 

1 3G - HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1900 / 2100 
4G - LTE 700 / 800 / 1700 / 1800 / 1900 / 2600 MHz Android OS, v4.2.2 (Jelly Bean), v4.3, 
upgradable to v4.4.2 (KitKat) 
CPU: Quad-core 1.6 GHz Cortex-A15 

GPU: PowerVR SGX544MP3 
Sensors: Accelerometer, gyro, proximity, compass, barometer, temperature, humidity, gesture 
Achievable throughput: HSDPA, 42.2 Mbps; HSUPA, 5.76 Mbps; LTE, Cat3, 50 Mbps UL, 100 
Mbps DL 
WiFi : Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band, Wi-Fi Direct, DLNA, Wi-Fi hotspot 

Samsung galaxy 
I9190 S4 mini 

1 3G - HSDPA 850 / 900 / 1900 / 2100 
4G - LTE 800 / 850 / 900 / 1800 / 2100 / 2600 MHz Android OS, v4.2.2 (Jel 
ly Bean), v4.3, upgradable to v4.4.2 (KitKat) 
CPU: Dual-core 1.7 GHz Krait 
GPU: Adreno 305 
Sensors: Accelerometer, gyro, proximity, compass 
Achievable throughput: HSDPA, 42 Mbps (LTE model); HSDPA, 21.1 Mbps (3G model); 
HSUPA, 5.76 Mbps; LTE, Cat3, 50 Mbps UL,100 Mbps DL 
WiFi: Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac, dual-band, Wi-Fi Direct, DLNA, Wi-Fi hotspot 
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2.1.2. Data Plane Integration: GEANT systems    

The wireless domain (NITOS test-bed, Volos, Greece) and the optical domain (TSON test-

bed,  ristol,     are connected throu h the  E NT net or .  E NT is the pan-European  

research  and  education  net or   that  interconnects  Europe’s  NRENs (GRNET in Greece with 

JANET in Bristol). Details for this connection (1GBps link) are provided in deliverable 

[CONTENT-D3.3]. 

 

Figure 2-10: CONTENT integrated Network  

 

Extending CONTENT: Juniper test-bed installation and configuration 

In this subsection we present the extensions made in both test-beds in order to integrate the 

Juniper service test-bed located in Amsterdam, The Netherlands [Juniper] in the CONTENT 

solution. A graphical representation of the updated integrated Network can be seen in Fig. 2-

11. 

 

The Juniper test-bed involved in this testing consists of a Juniper MX480 router based 

Service Control Gateway function and a Juniper Contrail cloud management platform 

hosting vSRX virtual firewall service as a Virtual Network Function (VNF). The 

interconnection infrastructure between NITLAB and Juniper EMEA SLAB has been 

implemented using IPSEC VPNs over Internet, terminated at SRX240 firewalls on both 

locations.  
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Figure 2-11: Extended CONTENT Test-bed 

Two separated IPSEC tunnels and virtual routers were used on the SRXs to carry and 

isolate the non-services applied and services applied traffic. The test-bed at the University of 

Bristol provided an Internet exit point for the NITLab clients and hosted vSRX VNF and x86 

server functions. The communication between NITLab and University of Bristol has been 

realized via an existing Layer 2 connection of GEANT. 

The Juniper test-bed integration gave us the ability to evaluate the CONTENT approach not 

only as a multi-domain solution but also as a framework that can be used to support Network 

Functions Virtualization (NFV) strengthening further the CONTENT overall architecture.  

Towards this goal, two test cases were executed over the CONTENT integrated test-bed on 

a per subscriber basis: personalized QoS and personalized security.  Details on the test-bed 

integration can be found in Section 5 of this deliverable. 

2.1.3. Proof of concept demonstrations: TSON Test-bed Communication Examples 

Both the TSON topology and deployment have been reported in [CONTENT D3.2] and 

[CONTENT D3.3]. TSON has been configured and tested prior to the experiments using a 

local controller that runs REST clients, and the TSON agent that offers the TSON services 

using REST API. 

The sample XML file is presented below. Also the snapshots of the TSON service 

reservation client and agent server have been attached to show the communications 

between TSON agent and external clients, which for the purpose of our experiments where 
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embedded into ODL and VICL. The structure of the XML messages and the communication 

process has been discussed in deliveries [CONTENT D2-4] and [CONTENT D3-2]. 

   

Figure 2-12: Sample .xml File 

The client side sent the POST request to the TSON agent and through the reception of the 

HTTP status code of 200 demonstrated that the agent received the message.  
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Figure 2-13: Successful response of the message 

In the agent on the other side, we have captured the message through Wireshark. A set of 

messages exchanged between the client and server for TSON allocation and reservation 

can be seen in the snapshot below: 
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Figure 2-14: Wireshark demonstration 

It can be seen that there was a 0.24 second time delay between the reception of the service 

request until the acknowledgement with code 200 was received. 

 

2.1.4. Proof of concept demonstrations: Data Center Installations and Configurations  

The emulation of the CONTENT Data Centre is installed in Bristol and it is composed of a 

number of servers which are controlled and managed by an OpenStack instance. In order to 

integrate the CONTENT solution, the OpenStack software installed in the test-bed has been 

properly extended with the CONTENT Service Orchestration Layer (SOL) components 

developed in WP4. The whole configuration is described in section 2.2.2. 

 

2.2. CONTENT Prototype: Software Components 
Following the component based software engineering approach of the CONTENT software 

design, all system processes are placed into separate components so that all of the data and 

functions inside each component are semantically related. In the following figure a high level 

overview of the CONTENT components is provided where every component is analysed in 

the following subsections. 
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Figure 2-15: Software Components Interconnection Diagram 

 

2.2.1. Infrastructure Management Layer: Installation and Configuration 

The Infrastructure Management Layer (IML) is the element within the CONTENT architecture 

responsible for the management of the network infrastructure and the creation of virtual 

network infrastructures over the underlying physical resources. This involves functions 

including resource representation, abstraction, management and virtualization across the 

heterogeneous network domains [CONTENT-D2.3].  

The IML is based on the Open Network as a Service (OpenNaaS) system. It is currently 

based on the release v2015-08-15 (4a65f86), which means it runs under the most recent 

release of the framework. In order to install and configure the OpenNaaS framework, the 

reader is referred to the installation guide provided in deliverable D4.2 [CONTENT-D4.2]. 

Basically, there is the need to download the open-source framework and proceed with the 

installation of the CONTENT specific bundles (for NITOS and TSON resources), as well as 

the generic reservation and slicing bundles, which provide the system with the abstraction 

and virtualization capabilities.  

MQNaaS is the internal software name for OpenNaaS on which the IML is based. It runs 

inside an OSGI container called Apache Karaf. In order to run MQNaaS features, you will 

need to download and run Apache Karaf 3.0.1 first. 
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Download Apache Karaf 3.0.1 Binary Distribution for your specific OS from the official 

website. 

http://karaf.apache.org/index/community/download/archives.html#Karaf3.0.1.  

 

Extract Karaf: 

Windows version 

$ unzip apache-karaf-3.0.1.zip 

Unix version 

$ tar -xvf apache-karaf-3.0.1.tar.gz 

 

Run Karaf: 

Windows version 

$ Execute apache-karaf/3.0.1/bin/karaf.bat 

Unix version 

$ ./apache-karaf-3.0.1/bin/karaf 

 

 Install MQNaaS bundles in karaf: 

karaf@root()> feature:repo-add mvn:org.mqnaas/mqnaas/0.0.1-SNAPSHOT/xml/features 

karaf@root()> feature:install mqnaas 
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 Figure 2-16: MQNaaS bundles started succesfully.  

 

 

Install MQNaaS reservation capability in Karaf: 

karaf@root()>feature:repo-add  

mvn:net.i2cat.dana.mqnaas/reservation-capability/0.0.1-SNAPSHOT/xml/features 

karaf@root()> feature:install reservation-capability 
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Figure 2-17: Reservation capability successfully installed and started 

Install NITOS bundle in Karaf: 

karaf@root()>feature:repo-add  

mvn:net.i2cat.dana.nitos/mqnaas-nitos/0.0.1-SNAPSHOT/xml/features 

karaf@root()> feature:install nitos 
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Figure 2-18: NITOS bundles in Karaf 

Install TSON bundles in Karaf: 

karaf@root()> feature:repo-add  

mvn:net.i2cat.dana.tson/tson/0.0.1-SNAPSHOT/xml/features 

karaf@root()> feature:install tson 
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Figure 2-19: TSON bundles in Karaf 

The minimum requirements for the VM containing the IML are described below. The 

prototype is built using Maven and Java. You will need as minimum: 

 Oracle’s Java Developer  it (JD   1.6.x (Java 6  

 Apache Maven 3.0.4 (also compatible with 3.2 and 3.3 versions) 

 About 6 GB of free disk space, if you want to launch the whole set of tests or about 

650 MB if you skip them. 

In the CONTENT test-bed, the IML is deployed into one single VM, located at the UTH  test-

bed, co-located with the NITOS test-bed.  During the testing and development process, the 

IML has been deployed at i2CAT premises, with a public IP address and with all the IML 

services reachable at 

http://84.88.41.171:8080 

 

For the final deployment, the VM running the different IML services will be available at 

http://194.177.207.6:8080 
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NITOS Wireless Test-bed exposed to the IML 

NITOS Virtualization Services 

Regarding the integration between the IML and the NITOS resources, new virtualization 

services were build, in order to be CONTENT-enabled. These enhancements are the Broker 

Service and the Manager Service and are reported as Virtualization Services in Fig 2-20. 

These are NITOS test-bed specific; other wireless network providers can adopt a similar 

approach in order to be CONTENT compliant. 

 

 

Figure 2-20: NITOS Virtualization Services 

 The Broker: The Broker service is responsible for the resource advertising and the 

resource reservation, and it is the component that controls the slicing of the 

resources and guarantees slices isolation. It directly interacts with the IML 

(OpenNaaS), in order to build the necessary resource descriptors. In more detail, it 

keeps an inventory with information regarding the available resources and their 

virtualization capabilities, which are then exposed through a new REST interface. 

 The Manager: The Manager component exposes a secured REST interface (x509 

certificates and HTTPS) to the IML and is responsible for the management, 

configuration and operation services of the physical nodes. 

More details on these virtualization services are provided in [CONTENT-D4.1], [CONTENT-

D4.2] and [CONTENT-D4.3] 
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Wireless Resources exposed to the IML 

In order to enable the IML to access the NITOS resources exposed by the broker, so they 

can be abstracted and later on included in the reservation capability responsible for the 

creation of the virtual infrastructures, there exists the need to assign the corresponding URIs 

to the created resources in the IML.  

For example, when a NITOS resource is added into the IML, there is the need to indicate the 

URI of the broker interface and the manager interface, which will be utilized by the IML both 

to retrieve information on the resources as well as to reserve the corresponding selected 

resources when creating a virtual infrastructure.  

The additional information for creating NITOS resources in the IML is described in the list 

below. It represents the security parameters required by the IML in order to access both the 

broker and the manager endpoints.  

 

// resources endpoints 

private static final String NITOS_ENDPOINT= "https://83.212.32.165:8001"; 

// configuration file for NITOS credentials 

private static final String NITOS_CONFIG_FILE= "org.mqnaas.extensions.nitos"; 

private static final String KEYSTORE_PASSWORD_PROP = "keystore.password"; 

private static final String KEYSTORE_URL_PROP  = "keystore.url"; 

private static final String TRUSTORE_PASSWORD_PROP = "trustore.password"; 

private static final String TRUSTORE_URL_PROP  = "trustore.url"; 

 

TSON resources exposed to the IML 

TSON XML resource description, along with the services provided on top of it for light path 

provisioning and resource allocations have been explained in [CONTENT D4-2]. 

From the IML perspective, in order to enable the management layer to be aware of the 

different TSON resources available in the test-bed, there is the need again to perform a 

registration process when a TSON resource is added into the IML system. The IML then 

performs the information retrieving process, adding the different nodes to the abstracted 

physical layer information.  

In order to access the TSON nodes, and considering the communication channel between 

the devices and the IML is secured, the IML needs to only know the URL where the TSON 

nodes are located. In detail, the URL where the REST API management service of the 

TSON node can be found.  

 

private static final String TSON1_ENDPOINT   = "http://137.222.177.116"; 

private static final String TSON2_ENDPOINT   = "http://137.222.177.117"; 

private static final String TSON3_ENDPOINT   = "http://137.222.177.118"; 

 

 

https://83.212.32.165:8001/
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2.2.2.  Service Orchestration Layer and Virtual Infrastructure Control Layer:  

Installation and Configuration 

 

Service Orchestration Layer 

The Service Orchestration Layer (SOL) is based on an extended version of the OpenStack 

[OpenStack] cloud management platform, with some software components enhanced to add 

the capability to interconnect different Data Centres with a given Quality of Service in terms 

of guaranteed bandwidth (see D4.3 [CONTENT-D43]). OpenStack Neutron and OpenStack 

Heat have been extended with the definition of a new resource, which represents a QoS-

enabled connection between two different zones, as reported in D4.3. In CONTENT test-bed, 

Neutron interacts with the OpenDaylight controller (implementing the VICL functions) using 

the ML2 (Modular Layer) plugin [OpenStack-ML2] with a configuration that enables the 

OpenDaylight driver. Both ML2 plugin and OpenDaylight driver have been properly modified 

to support the new network resource defined in CONTENT.  

In particular, CONTENT adopts OpenStack Juno version [OpenStack-Juno], with the 

following components: 

 OpenStack Nova (management of compute resources) 

 OpenStack Neutron (management of network resources) 

 OpenStack Horizon (dashboard for providing a web-based GUI) 

 OpenStack Keystone (management of authentication and authorization functions) 

 OpenStack Glance (management of virtual machine images) 

 OpenStack Heat (orchestration and provisioning of virtual environments) 

The OpenStack deployment model used in CONTENT test-bed is based on a simple 

architecture that includes: 

 A server where both OpenStack controller node and network node are installed (IP 

address 137.222.177.103); 

 Two compute nodes that use KVM as hypervisor (IP addresses 137.222.177.110 and 

137.222.177.111). 

The controller and network node runs the Identity Service (Keystone), the Image Service 

(Glance), the management modules of Compute and Network Services (Nova and Neutron), 

the Neutron ML2 plugin and several agents to provide network services and external 

connectivity, as well as the Orchestration Service (Heat). On the other hand, the compute 

nodes run the hypervisor part of the Compute Service (Nova) that operates the tenant virtual 

machines, the Neutron ML2 plugin and an agent to interconnect tenant networks to virtual 

machines. 

The OpenStack installation is based on DevStack [DevStack]. The local.conf Devstack 

configuration files are reported in Appendix A. 

The OpenStack web interface is available at http://137.222.177.103 and it is configured to be 

accessed with credentials “admin” “admin” (see Figure 2-21 below). 

http://137.222.177.103/
http://137.222.177.103/
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Figure 2-21: OpenStack (CONTENT SOL) web GUI – authentication 

Control Plane Integration 

The CONTENT Virtual Infrastructure Control Layer (VICL) is implemented as a centralized 

SDN controller, based on the OpenDaylight [OpenDaylight] Helium version. The controller is 

enhanced with additional plugins (i.e. TSON, wireless and multi-domain managers) which 

implement all the CONTENT functions to configure network resources and establish 

connectivity in CONTENT network domains. Moreover, existing OpenDaylight components 

have been enhanced to integrate TSON and the wireless resources in OpenDaylight core 

services (e.g. topology manager) and graphical interface (i.e. dlux component). 

The OpenDaylight controller is installed in the CONTENT test-bed on the server with IP 

address 137.222.177.108 and it is configured to operate with TSON drivers that enable the 

interaction with TSON node agents. On the other hand, the OpenFlow plugin is used to 

interact with the OpenFlow-based wireless backhaul. The installation of the plugins is 

handled via  araf platform, throu h the command <feature:install “plu in-name”>. 

The list of features installed in CONTENT OpenDaylight is shown in Figure 2-19.  
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Figure 2-22: Karaf features installed in CONTENT OpenDaylight (VICL) 

The CONTENT-specific features developed in the project are: 

 Odl-features-wireless-provider 

 Odl-features-tson-provider 

 Odl-features-multidomain-provider 

 

They implement the procedures to provide network connectivity across TSON domains, 

OpenFlow-based wireless backhaul networks and end-to-end multi-domain connections 

respectively. 
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The OpenDaylight web interface is available at http://137.222.177.108:9000/ and it has 

confi ured to be accessed  ith credentials “admin” “admin” (see Fi . 2-20). 

 

Figure 2-23: OpenDaylight (CONTENT VICL) web GUI – authentication 

 

3. Composition of Virtual Resources on Top of Physical 

Infrastructures 
Introduction  

The different test cases related to the composition of virtual resources were elaborated in 

deliverable D5.1 [CONTENT-D5.1]. More specifically D5.1 contained a baseline table 

describing the test itself and the goal of each test case. The description included the layers 

involved, the execution, dependencies, expected results, and the pre-conditions for each test 

case. For further details on this topic we refer the reader to [CONTENT-D5.1].  

Four different test cases were identified:  

 Test case 1: Virtual infrastructure composed of optical resources 

 Test case 2: Virtual infrastructure composed of wireless resources 

 Test case 3: Virtual infrastructure composed of both optical and wireless resources 

 Test case 4: Virtual infrastructure composed of optical and wireless resources 

coupled with IT resources 

In order to perform the tests, we have utilized the CONTENT available test-bed. Figures 3-1, 

3-2 below depict the abstracted view of all the physical resources in the IML graphical user 

interface, and the list of virtual infrastructure requests.  

http://137.222.177.108:9000/
http://137.222.177.108:9000/
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Figure 3-1: IML Physical Resources  

 

Figure 3-2: IML Virtual infrastructure requests under edition 

The following sub-sections contain the detailed description of the execution of each test case.  

3.1. Test Case 1: Virtual infrastructures composed of optical resources 

(TSON)  
This test case focuses on the creation of a virtual infrastructure composed of different virtual 

optical resources, created over the TSON nodes.  

The test case basically considers the TSON test-bed composed of three physical nodes. The 

virtualization of the TSON resources is resource-based virtualization, which means that the 

IML holds a complete per-node abstraction of all the devices, and the virtualization itself 

takes place at the IML level including full information on the different nodes.  

The following figure [3-3] depicts the logical steps of the test case.  
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Figure 3-3: IML: Virtual infrastructures composed of optical resources 

First of all, it is required that the IML retrieves information from the TSON nodes through the 

REST API implemented in the southbound protocol, as a pre-condition. Following this, the 

IML receives a VI creation request, including the desired topology. For the test case one, we 

utilize a simple topology of two virtual TSON nodes directly connected between them.  

Once the request has been processed, the reservation capability is the element responsible 

for the planning process, selecting the physical nodes that will be used to support the virtual 

nodes. Once this process has ended, the VI Instance is created, attaching to it the 

corresponding REST APIs which will be utilized during the operation process (in red in the 

figure). This operation is tested in the second scenario.  

The tests have been implemented as unitary tests (JUnit tests) within the IML software, and 

they can be performed utilizing both the actual infrastructure, or utilizing mock software 

objects. Therefore, we have validated both the integration of the control and management 

plane functionalities with the data plane defined within the CONTENT project and the IML 

functionalities.  

Below the software interfaces implemented for the execution of the test are depicted.  

Create VI Request over the physical network: the request object is an IResource in the IML 

(MQNaaS). The sample response obtained is the identifier of the request. In the following 

box the createViNetwork method is presented: 

private void createViNetwork() throws InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException { 

  IRootResource viNetworkResource = 
rootResourceAdmin.createRootResource(RootResourceDescriptor.create(new Specification(Type.NETWORK))); 

  viNetwork = new Network(viNetworkResource, serviceProvider); 

} 

 

Add virtual resources to the VI Request: add the TSON virtual nodes to the request. We 

indicate the type of resource in the following method call:  
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private void createTsons() throws URISyntaxException, InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException { 

  tsonResource1 = new NetworkSubResource(createTson(TSON1_ENDPOINT), serviceProvider); 

  tsonResource2 = new NetworkSubResource(createTson(TSON2_ENDPOINT), serviceProvider); 

} 

 

This process also creates the link between the two TSON nodes. The following method is 

required towards this goal: 

private void createLink(Network network, IResource srcPort, IResource dstPort) throws CapabilityNotFoundException 
{ 

  IResource link = network.createLink(); 

 

  ILinkAdministration linkAdmin = serviceProvider.getCapability(link, ILinkAdministration.class); 

  linkAdmin.setSrcPort(srcPort); 

  linkAdmin.setDestPort(dstPort); 

} 

 

Process / Define the mapping: This is required for all type of resources and performs the 

mapping of virtual to physical resources. In this step, the slice-units and ranges of each 

virtual resource are created and the information of the corresponding physical resource is 

attached to it.  

The interfaces of the methods available are provided below for the purpose of completeness:  

public interface IRequestResourceMapping extends ICapability {  

 void defineMapping(IResource requestResource, IResource rootResource); 

  IResource getMapping(IResource requestResource); 

  void removeMapping(IResource resource); 

  Collection<IResource> getMappedDevices(); 

 } 
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Figure 3-4: Editing Virtual infrastructure request (only with virtual TSON nodes) 

 

3.2. Test case 2: Virtual infrastructures composed of wireless 

resources (Wi-Fi/LTE)  
This test case focuses on the creation of a virtual infrastructure composed of different virtual 

wireless resources, created over the NITOS test-bed.  

The test case basically considers the NITOS test-bed, composed of several heterogeneous 

resources (i.e. Wi-Fi, LTE, and Open Flow nodes). The virtualization approach adopted for 

the NITOS test-bed is service-based virtualization, as defined in deliverable D4.1 

[CONTENT-D4.1], which means the IML does not hold a complete per-node abstraction of 

all the devices present in the physical domain; instead, it relies on the different services 

available at the physical level in order to perform virtualization (i.e. create all the required 

reservations and partitions of the resources).  

However, the IML is still responsible to trigger the procedures, as well as for the creation of 

the virtual infrastructure instance. The following figure [3-5] depicts the logical steps of the 

test case.  

 

Figure 3-5: IML: Virtual infrastructures composed of wireless resources 

 

In order to allow the IML to create virtual resources over the NITOS test-bed, there is the 

need to create the required NITOS resource as described in Section 2. For this test case, we 

utilize the actual NITOS test-bed, and the Broker and Manager services, which are exposed 
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to the IML. The IML receives the request of VI and initiates the communication process with 

the NITOS Broker. Once the NITOS Broker replies with the reserved resources, the IML 

creates the virtual NITOS representation and configures the different virtual wireless 

resources to be utilized through the NITOS Manager.  

Again, the test case is implemented as a JUnit test. For the virtual topology, we utilize one 

Wi-Fi node, one LTE, and one OpenFlow switch, which are all reserved through the NITOS 

Broker.  

The logical workflow for this test case is equal to the one defined in test case 1. Thus, it can 

be summarized as:  

Create VI Request over the physical network: the request object is an IResource in the 

IML (MQNaaS). The sample response obtained is the identifier of the request:  

private void createViNetwork() throws InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException { 

 

  IRootResource viNetworkResource = 
rootResourceAdmin.createRootResource(RootResourceDescriptor.create(new Specification(Type.NETWORK))); 

 

  viNetwork = new Network(viNetworkResource, serviceProvider); 

} 

 

Add virtual resources to the VI Request: add the Wi-Fi, LTE, and OpenFlow virtual nodes 

to the request. We indicate the type of resource in the method call. This is implemented with 

the create NITOS resource call, which implicitly includes the type of resources. 

private void createNitos() throws URISyntaxException, InstantiationException, IllegalAccessException, IOException { 
  Specification nitosSpec = new Specification(Type.NETWORK, "nitos"); 
  Endpoint endpoint = new Endpoint(new URI(NITOS_ENDPOINT)); 
 
  Credentials nitosCreds = getNitosCredentialsFromConfigFile(); 
 
  IRootResource nitosResource = phyNetwork.createResource(nitosSpec, Arrays.asList(endpoint), 
nitosCreds); 
 
  nitosNetwork = new Network(nitosResource, serviceProvider); 
 
 } 

 

In order to access the Broker and Manager services, there are a set of credentials (security) 

defined that are used.  

Process / Define the mapping: This is required for all type of resources. It performs the 

mapping of resources. In this step, the slice-units and ranges of the virtual resource are 

created and the information of the physical it is attached at.  

For this test case, the mapping process takes place within the NITOS systems. The following 

sub-sections describe in detail all the mechanisms implemented in order to enable the IML 

virtualization procedures.  
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Figure 3-6: Editing Virtual infrastructure with NITOS resources 

 

For this proof of concept demonstration, in order to create, install and configure the 802.11 

Virtual Wireless Network resources the following steps were performed. IML services were 

utilizing both the NITOS Broker and the NITOS Manager services.  

Management and control services are also exposed by the IML to the layers above it: 

Wi-Fi resources 

 Step 1: reservation of the physical 802.11 nodes resources using the Broker API.  

 Step 2: Loading of the Operating System to Wi-Fi nodes (using the image load 

service from the Manager API) 

 Step 3: For every node testing that the image was loaded successfully (e.g., use the 

console service and execute an "ifconfig") 

 Step 4: Turning the node on/off/reset (using the on/off/reset services from the 

Manager API) (optional) 

 Step 5: Post the hostapd configuration parameters. This step was required in order 

to configure a single (or more) Virtual Access Points.  

 At any time we could use the console service to check what is happening in the 

physical node usin  the “remote” console service (e. ., "ifconfi   lan0 10.5.5.5 up" . 

 Step 6: Reservation and configuration of the wireless users. 

LTE resources 

 Step 1: reservation of the physical the LTE/eNB resources using the Broker API.  

 Step 2: Creation of the virtual APNs in the EPC by using lterf services. Configuration 

of QoS parameters per vAPN. 

 Step 3: Loading default configuration on the eNodeBs by using lterf services. 

 Step 4: Checking the EPC configuration using the SiRRan GUI   

 Step 5: Reservation and configuration of the wireless users. 
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 Step 6: Association of the wireless users with the virtual APNs using lterf services. 

Switch resources 

 Step 1 : In the case of switch fabric the reservation step was not required, because 

of the NITOS test-bed setup. Regarding the Wi-Fi network on Wi-Fi resource 

reservation a virtual slice is provided on the switch actually connecting the node to 

the rest network using a) The Flowvisor in the case of the outdoor test-bed and b) 

using the virtualization mode of the HP3800 switches on the indoor test-bed. Thus a 

virtual instance of the switch was created ad-hoc in the IML, without utilizing the 

Broker services. 

 Step 2: the configuration of the switches was made using the SDN control plane. 

This procedure is described in section 4 - Test case 2. 

     

NITOS side: Exposing virtual 802.11 Networks to the IML using Multi-SSID 

In this section, we describe the procedure we followed for implementing Multiple SSIDs over 

physical Access Points (APs). Allowing wireless clients associated with different SSIDs 

mapping to the same physical AP can provide flexibility to the vendors regarding the QoS 

they can guarantee to each of their clients such as e.g. to share appropriately the throughput 

between clients or restrict the access of some of them for some period of time. In the next 

paragraphs, we will describe the configuration performed to implement Multi-SSID in the 

NITOS test-bed as well as the technical details for the network setup. The multi SSID 

scheme can be seen in Figure 3-7: 

All the experiments accounting the Multi-SSID technique were performed in the NITOS 

indoor test-bed. Multiple experiments were carried out; below we describe a specific 

configuration example. We performed a reservation of 5 wireless ICARUS nodes. More 

specifically: 

·    Node 69 was configured as AP 

·    Node 70,71 and 79 were configured as wireless clients 

·    Node 80 was configured as an external node for testing the experiment and gain 

results. 

Note that the iw command can be used to discover the capabilities supported by the 

wireless card and furthermore the number of SSIDs that can be supported: 

Running the command: 

iw list 

The outcome will appear as: 

 

valid interface combinations: 

     * #{ managed, WDS, P2P-client } <= 2048, #{ IBSS, AP, mesh 

point, P2P-GO } <= 8, total <= 2048, #channels <= 1 

 

Within the 'valid interface combinations' section, the part containing the 'AP' mode shows the 

number of SSIDs that can be supported by the ATH9k driver. 
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Figure 3-7: Multi SSID Configuration Scheme 

Configuring the AP 

For the configuration of the AP we opened and modified the hostapd.conf file located in 

/etc/hostapd/. For every additional SSID the below lines were added: 

        bss=wlan0_number_of_SSID                                                         

 ssid=virtual_ssid 

where bss is the new wireless interface and ssid  its identifier. In our case we added the 

following lines for the two virtual SSIDs: 

   bss=wlan0_0 

  ssid=testing1        

      bss=wlan0_1   

 ssid=testing2 

If encryption is needed, additional lines have to be added in the hostapd. For example, let’s 

assume that the vendor needs to add wpa encryption to one of the SSIDs. The following 

lines have to be added: 

                wpa=1 

 wpa_passprhase=my_password 

 wpa_key_mgmt=WPA-PSK 

 rsn_pairwise=CCMP 
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Note that these lines must be added under every additional SSID that needs to be 

configured. If the vendor needs different encryption schemes for the clients, hostapd can 

easily be modified. For simplicity purposes we did not added any encryption in our scheme. 

In order to avoid conflict between the MAC addresses of the new virtual interfaces with other 

devices we also changed the MAC address of the wireless interface.  

 In general, if the MAC address of the wlan0 interface is 05:ab:cd:ef:56:78 it should 

be changed to 02:ab:cd:ef:56:70 where, 

1. ‘02’ means that is no  locally administered 

2. ‘0’ as the last number of the address will assign BSSIDs from 02:ab:cd:ef:56:71, 

02:ab:cd:ef:56:72,… to the ne   enerated virtual interfaces. 

Also, the following line had to be added to the hostapd.conf: 

               bssid=02:ab:cd:ef:56:70 

 

Bridging wireless interfaces with Ethernet interfaces 

Bridging the interfaces was recommended for forwarding the traffic to the outer network. The 

following line should be added below every additional SSID: 

               bridge=br_name 

The above line adds the wireless interface of the given SSID to the bridge br_name. For 

some unknown reason hostapd did not worked as planned in this case. For what it matters, it 

only added the physical wireless interface to the respective bridge. After some research a 

workaround was found to create manually the bridges and add the additional wireless 

interfaces through the /etc/network/interfaces file. For every added bridge the following lines 

added: 

   iface br_name inet manual                  

      bridge_ports wlan0_0 

      bridge_stp on 

 bridge_maxwait 10 

 

 post-up brctl addif br_name wlan0_0 

This created the bridges and added the wireless interface to it. The Ethernet interface could 

be added manually from the terminal using the brctl tool. As last step, we assigned IP 

addresses to the bridge interfaces. Every IP range of every interface should belong to a 

different subnet in order to separate the incoming traffic.  

 

802.11n/e 

For the QoS and MIMO support we added the lines shown below under every SSID: 

   wmm_enabled=1 

  ieee80211n=1 

  ht_capab=[HT40+][SHORT-GI-40][DSSS_CCK-40] 
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Again, there is an option of providing QoS to some of the SSIDs as well as different 

capabilities to allow increasing the data rate. 

 

Configuring the wireless clients 

For the wireless clients we brought up the wireless interfaces with an assigned IP and 

connected to the appropriate SSID. As before, beware that the IP range should be in the 

same subnet with the IP of the bridge. For the connection with the appropriate AP we used 

the iw command as we referred above: 

 

 iw wlan0_number_of_SSID connect virtual_ssid 

 

VLAN configuration 

For differentiating the different flows from multiple wireless clients we created virtual 

Ethernet interfaces in the AP. For creating a virtual interface we do: 

               vconfig add eth1 vlan_number 

      ip link set  eth1.vlan_number up 

In our case we executed the following lines: 

       vconfig add eth1 50 

      ip link set  eth1.50 up 

      vconfig add eth1 51 

      ip link set  eth1.51 up 

 

Providing completely isolated slices of the LTE infrastructure: Since the infrastructure is 

offered free-of-charge to experimenters, concurrent access to the resources should be 

provided. To this end, a detailed scheme for slicing support has to be employed, that will 

enable transmissions with guaranteed bit-rates and individual access to the resources, even 

on the wired backbone beyond the EPC network. Hence, VLAN tagging is used for the wired 

backbone, and a similar technique for the LTE network. 
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Figure 3-8: LTE Network 

Towards meeting these pre-set goals, we adopt an SDN backend to our test-bed 

architecture that allows through the OpenFlow protocol the configuration of virtual wired 

switches between the PDN-GW interface and the selected network for relaying traffic 

(Internet/GEANT). Moreover, in the case of the Internet connection, the service is able to 

initialize a NAT service in order to enable routing of data over the Internet. In the case of the 

GEANT network connection, the service employs more SDN techniques; by setting up a 

custom OpenFlow controller, launched as a Trema instance ([24]), we manage to setup the 

appropriate rules for directly exposing the LTE resources to the GEANT network.  

The bridge interface can be set up to use almost any controller possible (apart the one 

generated by the service), thus enabling user based software defined routing of the traffic. 

Since no ARP protocol is used on the LTE access network, and until data reaches the EPC, 

the EPC service is endowed with the process of handling the ARP messages for the data 

incoming to the EPC for the PDN-GW and towards a UE. As the address with which the EPC 

replies to any ARP request destined to a UE is always the same, we use a book-keeping 

mechanism for mapping the appropriate traffic flows to each UE. To this end, the LTErf 

service is able to generate dynamically an OpenFlow controller, which is able to 

appropriately map each request to each client based on the APN they use, and establish 

accordingly the traffic flows.  

 

3.3. Test Case 3: Virtual infrastructures composed of both optical and 

wireless resources 
This test case is a combination of test cases one and two. In order to perform this test case, 

the IML requires performing virtualization, both resource-based and service-based, over the 

TSON and NITOS physical test-beds. It consists of virtualizing both TSON resources and 

NITOS resources, thus validating convergence of both wired and wireless resources in the 

access and metro area network domains.  

The test does not differ from the previous ones in terms of logical steps and mechanisms 

involved, however, during the virtual infrastructure creation request, it is required to include 
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both TSON and NITOS resources, creating a cross-domain virtual infrastructure coordinated 

by the IML.  

Following figure [3-9] contains the logical workflow of the test case.  

 

Figure 3-9: IML: Virtual infrastructures composed of both optical and wireless resources 

In this test case, the complexity resides in the IML, which has to coordinate somehow the 

resource- and service-based virtualization methods over the NITOS and the TSON nodes.  

The steps in the test case are the same as in the previous test cases, and for the sake of 

document readability their details are omitted: Create VI Request over the physical 

network, Add virtual resources to the VI Request, and define / process the mapping. 

This last step is the one where the complexity resides in order to combine both TSON and 

NITOS resources and their different virtualization methodologies.  
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Figure 3-10: Editing combined virtual infrastructure.  

 

3.4. Test Case 4: Virtual infrastructures composed of optical, wireless 

and IT resources  

 

This last test case represents the complete cross-domain virtualization test case, since it 

involves both the TSON and NITOS resources, as well as the IT resources connected to the 

optical metro segment. This test case therefore involves the interaction with the deployed 

Cloud Management System, since CONTENT prototype relies on OpenStack in order to 

manage and control the IT resources.  

The test case is a combination of the previous test case number three and the inclusion of 

the interactions of the IML with the OpenStack system in order to enable the IT resource 

reservation. The figure below depicts the overall interactions of the test case, involving all 

the different systems.  

It is worth mentioning that the IML does not perform any virtualization on top of the IT 

resources, it relies on the different OpenStack functionalities, which are also used later by 

the VICL layer to operate and orchestrate IT resources together with the network resources.  
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Figure 3-11: IML: Virtual infrastructures composed of optical, wireless and IT resources 

Again, the logical execution steps of the test case are exactly the same. However, there is 

one difference in the first step, while creating the virtual infrastructure request and adding to 

it the resources: there is the necessity to add the OpenStack resource within the resources 

to be reserved.  

In order to enable the IML to be aware of the deployed OpenStack, there is the necessity to 

include the URL and the access credentials into the IML when creating the resource, as well 

as the configuration file, where specific parameters can be configured.  

private static final String OPENSTACK_ENDPOINT  = "http://137.222.177.103:5000/v2.0"; 

private static final String OPENSTACK_CONFIG_FILE                 = "org.mqnaas.extensions.openstack"; 
private static final String OPENSTACK_USERNAME_PROP = "openstack.username"; 
private static final String OPENSTACK_PASSWORD_PROP = "openstack.password"; 
private static final String OPENSTACK_TENANT_PROP = "openstack.tenant"; 

 

For the rest of the execution, the test case follows the exact same steps as the previous one.  
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4. Network connectivity services and end-to-end cloud services 

delivery over CONTENT 
This set of test cases is used to demonstrate the capability of the control and orchestration 

components developed in CONTENT (i.e. VICL and SOL) to provide QoS-guaranteed 

network connectivity for inter-DC and user-to-DC communications over TSON and wireless 

domains. The execution of the following test cases has been performed over a sample, 

simplified network topology, represented in the following figure [4-1]: 

 

Figure 4-1: Sample topology for test cases on intra-DC and user-to-DC connections test cases. 

 

The two DC Zones on the right are two different Availability Zones configured in OpenStack 

and used to represent two different Data Centres. Each zone is associated to a single server. 

The sample topology includes three TSON edge nodes, represented with the three TSON 

boxes in the picture. The equipment IDs from 0 to 2 are the logical identifier of the devices, 

as used within OpenDaylight, and they are advertised through the TSON agents to the 

controller, together with the ports identifiers. They can be inspected using the OpenDaylight 

web interface (extended with CONTENT-specific developments), in the Nodes  TSON 

Devices section (see figures below). 
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Figure 4-2: OpenDaylight interface: list of TSON nodes 

 

Figure 4-3: OpenDaylight interface: details of a TSON node 

 

 

Figure 4-4: OpenDaylight interface: details of an optical port on a TSON edge node 

 

On the wireless backhaul, the reference topology includes four OpenFlow switches, with 

equipment IDs W10, W20, W30, W40. They can be visualized on the OpenDaylight web 

interface in the section Nodes  Wireless Backhaul (see Figure 4-5), together with the 

associated ports (see Figure 4-6). 
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Figure 4-5: OpenDaylight interface: list of OF nodes in the wireless backhaul 

 

Figure 4-6: OpenDaylight interface: ports of an OF node in the wireless backhaul 

 

Test case 2 and test case 3 have been also demonstrated at the booth of the CONTENT 

project in the EuCNC 2015 exhibition, held in Paris in July 2015.  

 

4.1. Test Case 1: Inter-DC network service provisioning  
The objective of this test case is to verify the VICL procedures to establish an optical path 

requested on-demand over the TSON-based virtual metro network that interconnects Data 

Centres. The main entity involved in this test case is the CONTENT SDN controller, together 

with the agents used to interconnect and configure the TSON nodes. The functionalities 

under test are related to all the extensions developed to model the sub-wavelength optical 

technology in OpenDaylight and the component which implements the provisioning of QoS-

guaranteed connectivity over the TSON metro network and the configuration of sub-

wavelength cross-connections on TSON nodes. 

The test case is triggered sending a request to OpenDaylight through the RESTConf API of 

the TSON manager component. The request is an HTTP POST message which invokes the 

RPC “createTSONVirtualLin Tributary”, used to establish an optical circuit bet een t o 

TSON edge nodes specifying the tributary (ETH) ports, the related resources (i.e. the VLAN 

IDs) and the required bandwidth. In our case, the request has the following parameters 

(Figure 4-7): 

 Source: TSON equipment 1, port 12, VLAN ID 4002 

 Destination: TSON equipment 2, port 12, VLAN ID 4002 

 Bandwidth: 500 Mb/s 
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Figure 4-7: Test case 1: topology 

The request is received and elaborated at the SDN controller; here the TSON modules 

select the path (TSON nodes, ports, wavelength and time-slots) and configure the nodes 

triggering the TSON driver (see Figure 4-8). As a result, the required cross-connections are 

created on TSON node 1 (between port 12 and 22) and TSON node 2 (between port 22 and 

12). 

 

Figure 4-8: Test case 1 components 
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The configuration of the cross-connections created on the TSON nodes can be verified 

through the OpenDaylight web interface clicking on the Cross-Connection field in the table of 

the TSON nodes. As expected, TSON node 0 does not have any active cross-connection, 

while TSON nodes 1 and 2 have a cross-connection between a tributary ETH port and an 

optical port. The wavelength and time slot continuity is preserved on the two nodes (see the 

figures below). 

 

 

Figure 4-9: Test case 1: cross-connection on TSON node 0 

 

 Figure 4-10: Test case 1: cross-connection on TSON node 1 

 

Figure 4-11: Test case 1: cross-connection on TSON node 2 

 

4.2. Test Case 2: User-to-DC network service provisioning  
The objective of this test case is to verify the VICL procedures to establish a multi-domain 

path across the wireless backhaul and the optical metro domains of the CONTENT test-bed. 

In CONTENT scenarios, this path is used to provide a mobile user with QoS guaranteed 

access to cloud services, in our case to a Virtual Machine located in the Data Centre. 

As for the previous case, the main entity involved in this test is the SDN controller. However, 

this test case covers also the wireless side and, consequently, involves not only the SDN 

controller modules related to the TSON technology, but also the components dedicated to 

the provisioning of QoS-enabled connectivity in the OF-based wireless backhaul and across 

multiple domains, from the wireless access to the data centres attached to the metro 

segment. 
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The test case is triggered directly from the OpenDaylight interface, which has been enriched 

with a new tab (under Flows section) to allow the administrator to setup a multi-domain path 

and guide him/her in the configuration of all the required parameters to specify source and 

destination end points and resources (see Figure 4-12). 

 

 

Figure 4-12: Test case 2: OpenDaylight GUI application to setup a multi-domain path 

In our scenario, the multi-domain path is established as depicted in Figure 4-13: 

 Source: wireless backhaul node W40, port 41 

 Destination: TSON node 1, port 12 

 VLAN 22 

 

 

Figure 4-13: Test case 2: topology 

The request is received and elaborated at the SDN controller, where a dedicated component 

computes and establish a multi-layer and multi-domain path, making use of the intra-domain 
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network services implemented in the controller to configure each single domain (see Figure 

4-14). 

 

Figure 4-14: Test case 2 components 

As a result, the required queues and flow entries are created in the OpenFlow nodes in the 

wireless backhaul. Moreover, on the TSON domain, cross-connections are created in TSON 

node 0 (between port 12 and 23) and in TSON node 1 (between port 23 and port 12), 

preserving wavelength and time-slot continuity. Again, this can be verified using the 

OpenDaylight web interface, on the TSON nodes page (see figures below).  

 Figure 4-15: Test case 2: cross-connection on TSON node 0  

 

Figure 4-16: Test case 2: cross-connection on TSON node 1 

4.3. Test Case 3: End-to-end cloud services connectivity over 

CONTENT  
The objective of this test case, at the control plane, is to verify the workflows and interaction 

of SOL and VICL procedures to deploy a cloud service composed of VMs distributed on 

different data centres attached to the metro network and interconnected with a guaranteed 
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bandwidth. The test case involves two main entities at the control plane: the OpenStack 

cloud platform (i.e. the CONTENT SOL) and the SDN controller (i.e. the CONTENT VICL). 

As shown in Figure 4-17, the entire test case is triggered from the user through the 

OpenStack dashboard, providing a Heat template, which describes the desired virtual 

environment (Step 1). The request is processed by the orchestrator component (Heat), 

which decomposes (step 2) the overall service specification in its elements (i.e. VMs, 

networks, subnets, etc.), including the new resource defined in CONTENT to describe an 

inter-DC connection. Then, the orchestrator interacts with the different clients to deploy each 

specific type of resource inside the data center (the intra-DC segment- step 3) for VMs and 

intra-DC network, and in the segment that involves additional the optical network (the inter-

DC segment - step 4) for the configuration of the TSON metro network. The first action is 

internal in OpenStack and involves the interaction between Heat and Nova or Neutron, while 

the second action is carried out through an interaction between Heat and OpenDaylight. 

Finally, the virtual resources that have been deployed in the previous step are activated and 

configured (step 5) and the VMs are able to communicate with each other.  

 

 

Figure 4-17: Test case 3 workflow 

The virtual environment created in this test is composed of two VMs, vm_test_1 and 

vm_test_2, deployed in availability_zone_1 and availability_zone_2 respectively, 

corresponding to the two servers representing different data centres. The interconnection 

between the two VMs is identified through the l2_virtual_link resource. The request is loaded 

in the OpenStack dashboard (see Figure 4-18) using two files which define the template and 

the environment variables, as reported in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4-18: OpenStack GUI – Loading a template 

When the request is loaded, the corresponding stack is presented to the user (see Figure 4-

19) so that he/she can adjust the existing parameters or provide further ones (e.g. password).  

 

 

Figure 4-19: OpenStack GUI – Loading a template (2) 

Once the stack is deployed (Figure 4-20), the list of resources can be inspected using the 

OpenStack dashboard (Figure 4-21 – Figure 4-23).  
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Figure 4-20: OpenStack GUI – Stack deployed 

 

Figure 4-21: OpenStack GUI – Graphical representation of the resources and their interdependencies 

 

Figure 4-22: OpenStack GUI – List of resources 
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Figure 4-23: OpenStack GUI – Description of resources 

The deployment of the virtual environment triggers automatically the configuration of the 

inter-DC connectivity on the TSON metro network. In particular, with reference to the 

network topology represented in Figure 4-24, we have the following connection parameters: 

 Source: TSON equipment 1, port 12, VLAN ID 4002 

 Destination: TSON equipment 2, port 12, VLAN ID 4002 

 Bandwidth: 500 Mb/s 
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Figure 4-24: Test case 3: network topology 

The request on the metro network side is processed at the SDN controller as described in 

test case 1 (see section 4.1) and the cross-connections created on TSON node 1 (between 

port 12 and 22) and TSON node 2 (between port 22 and 12) can be verified as usual using 

the OpenDaylight web interface (see figures below). 

 

Figure 4-25: Test case 3: cross-connection on TSON node 0 

 

Figure 4-26: Test case 3: cross-connection on TSON node 1 
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Figure 4-27: Test case 3: cross-connection on TSON node 2 

 

CONTENT End-to-End Cloud Connectivity Services 

Beyond the previous demo, mostly aiming to verify the functional behaviour and integration 

of the CONTENT software components, additional experiments related to this test case have 

been performed to evaluate the data plane performance. 

Figure 4-28 depicts the topology designed for orchestrating and running the end-to-end 

experiments over the European optical data network, GEANT designed for research and 

education purposes. The topology involves 4 wireless clients associated with 2 different 

Access Points (AP), which send traffic over the GEANT optical network and the TSON 

optical network in two Virtual Machines (VMs) located at the University of Bristol. The IP 

configuration for the clients and the VMs is shown in the below Table: 

ID Type of 
Node 

Interface IP 

1 node62 wlan0 192.168.70.62 
2 node63 wlan0 192.168.70.63 
3 node64 wlan0 192.168.3.64 
4 node65 wlan0 192.168.3.65 
5 VM1 eth1 192.168.3.111 
6 VM2 eth1 192.168.70.112 

 

For associating the wireless clients with the APs and forwarding the traffic to the external 

network, appropriate bridging between the wireless and Ethernet interfaces had to be made. 

Below we specify the bridging IP configuration for the two APs: 

ID Type of 
Node 

Interface IP 

1 node58 br0 192.168.70.58 
2 node59 br0 192.168.3.59 

 

The scope of these experiments was (i) to verify that the end-to-end link over GEANT is 

functional and can remain stable during the connection and (ii) to take various 

measurements focusing on the quality of the wireless channel between the clients and the 

AP, the throughput of the end-to-end link and some other parameters associated with the 

quantity of Bytes received at the AP, the theoretical bit-rate etc. Some of these 

measurements will be made available in Deliverable [5.3]. An important variable that we 

were able to adjust during the experiments was the bit-rate that the AP uses in order to 

transmit to the associated clients. Minstrel algorithm is the default rate control algorithm 

used by an 802.11 AP. However, we manually changed the AP to the desired rate in order to 
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provide different levels of QoS to the clients. For achieving this, we modified the 

fixed_rate_idx file locating in /sys/kernel/debug/ieee80211/phy0/rc path. Note that ath9k 

must be in debug mode for reaching the above path. 

 

 

 Figure 4-28: End-to-end topology scenario 

 

The NITOS indoor test-bed and the test-bed in Bristol were the main systems configured and 

used during the experiments. In the NITOS test-bed, two ICARUS nodes were configured as 

APs while four ICARUS nodes were configured as wireless clients associated to those APs 

using their SSID name. The hostapd.conf file was modified accordingly for testing different 

connectivity scenarios. For example, different networking protocols like 802.11 g/e/n were 

tested and wireless parameters like beacon interval and maximum number of associated 

users were modified. Encryption methods like WPA and WEP were also tested during the 

connection. At the University of Bristol two Virtual Machines (VMs) were configured 

appropriately with IP address and netmask as shown above to perform the connection. The 

GEANT optical network required the VLAN 692 to forward traffic from the NITOS test-bed to 

Bristol.  

All ICARUS nodes were running the ath9k version of the open-source driver. Some of the 

experiments performed with Ath5k too. 802.11e/n was configured in the AP for providing 

QoS and higher rates using Multiple Input, Multiple Output (MIMO) technology. ICARUS 

nodes are equipped with 2 wireless interfaces (Atheros 802.11a/b/g   &   Atheros 

802.11a/b/g/n (MIMO)) and 4 wireless antennas and are able to reach high data rates when 
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the 802.11n protocol is used. As mentioned before appropriate VLANs were configured both 

at the APs and the Data Centres in Bristol.  

Additional tools used during experimentation: OMF Web 

For retrieving results and measurements we used the functionality of the OMF-web. More 

information on the code and its capabilities can be found at: https://github.com/mytest-

bed/omf_web . In Appendix C we cite part of the code that we used for parsing the 

measurements and injecting them into the OMF-web database. The visualization of the 

results was performed with OMF-web. The code was written exclusively in ruby. A notable 

part of the cited code is myBase class, which contains all the measurements parsed and 

visualized (rx_bytes, tx_bytes, signal, etc). For visualization, a YAML file was 

used (part of it is shown in Appendix C). Further information on the visualization part and the 

executed commands can be found at the NITOS site here: 

http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/doc/visualization.html  

A screenshot of the OMF-web tool depicting the iperf throughput rate in Mbits/sec is shown 

below [Fig 4-29]. More measurements will be presented in Deliverable D5.3 [CONTENT-

D5.3]. 

 

Figure 4-29: Throughput (Mbits/sec) 

 

 

4.4. Test Case 4: End-to-end delivery of a cloud-based video streaming 

service over CONTENT 
 

VLC Streaming Application – Setup and Configuration description 

For the streaming application we used the vlc open-source cross-platform player. We 

installed the player via the Ubuntu repositories. For this experiment execution configuration 

of two elements was required: a vlc client which receives the video streaming and a vlc 

server which transcodes and streams the video. A 15-minute .mp4 video was used during all 

https://github.com/mytestbed/omf_web
https://github.com/mytestbed/omf_web
http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/doc/visualization.html
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the experiment scenarios, while the transcoding and streaming ran over the http protocol. In 

the configuration presented below, the Icarus node70 in NITOS test-bed was configured as 

the video client, while the VM1 in Bristol was configured as the streaming server. We used 

the cvlc command, which does not require a GUI interface instead of vlc. Moreover, vlc 

cannot run as root so the addition of a user was necessary in order to start and complete the 

streaming procedure. For adding a new user in Ubuntu the following command is used: 

adduser newuser 

The topology used for the streaming application is similar to the one in Section 4.2.  

A couple of scripts were necessary for this test case execution. The bash script configuration 

for each one of them is shown below: 

vlcserver.sh 

#!/bin/bash 

 

ip=$(ifconfig | grep -A1 eth0 | grep inet | cut -d':' -f2 | cut -d' ' -f1) 

movie=$(ls /home/ | grep mp4) 

echo $ip 

echo $movie 

 

su ‘hostname’ <<'EOF' 

cvlc -v 

/home/$movie:sout="#transcode{venc=x264,scale=0.5,vb=1000}:std{access=http,mux=ts,dst=$ip:8090/out_mov.ts}" 

> /dev/null 2>&1 

EOF 

 

 

vlcclient.sh 

#!/bin/bash 

su ‘hostname’ <<'EOF' 

cvlc -v http://10.0.1.70:8090/out_mov.ts --noaudio --novideo > /dev/null 2>&1 

EOF 

 

For testing and debugging the streaming application we installed the ifstat tool via the 

repositories in linux and took measurements accounting the throughput of the incoming 

traffic. Snapshot of the ifstat command is depicted below: 
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content@192.168.3.111:/home# ifstat 

       eth0 

 KB/s in  KB/s out 

   92.41      1.03 

   86.20      1.02 

   87.01      0.95 

   83.07      0.95 

   97.19      0.88 

   95.78      1.15 

  111.20      1.02 

   87.85      1.02 

   90.01      1.09 

   77.73      0.95 

   82.95      1.43 

   80.45      1.44 

   79.99      0.95 

 

Ifstat is a little tool to report interface activity for both the incoming and outgoing traffic. As 

we can see the throughput is not high, nevertheless it is enough for the purpose of receiving 

a video stream with sufficient quality and is the rate the server transmits. 
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5. Extended CONTENT Test-bed 
Service providers can introduce new differentiating value-added services by simply 

configuring new per-subscriber policy rules that will personalize and tune virtual and physical 

services based on subscriber, device, location, and application. 

In the extended scenario the Juniper Test-bed [Juniper] was integrated into the CONTENT 

solution. Two test cases were demonstrated, that prove this integration step while they 

present how the CONTENT system can be used to support NFV functionality inside the 

Data-Centre environment. These are  

 Use Case 1 – Personalized security 

 Use Case 2 – Personalized QoS 

The executions for both use cases are presented in the following subsections. 

The test traffic flow was using the following path end-to-end from the NITLAB client to the 

UBris Internet exit or server: 

 NITLab NITOS client -> SRX240-NITOS-IPSEC#1 -> SRX240-Juniper-IPSEC#1 -> 

MX480-SCG -> Contrail hosted vSRX -> MX480-SCG -> SRX240-Juniper-IPSEC#2 -

> SRX240-NITOS-IPSEC#2 -> GEANT L2 connection -> UBris vSRX GW -> Internet 

or local Ubuntu server 

 

The reverse traffic as expected takes the reversed end-to-end path to the client: 

 Internet or local Ubuntu server -> UBris vSRX GW -> GEANT L2 connection -> 

SRX240-NITOS-IPSEC#2 -> SRX240-Juniper-IPSEC#2 -> MX480-SCG -> Contrail 

hosted vSRX -> MX480-SCG -> SRX240-Juniper-IPSEC#1 -> SRX240-NITOS-

IPSEC#1 -> NITLab NITOS client -> 

 

5.1. Service Control Gateway introduction and architecture 

 

The Service Control Gateway application resides on an MX Series router and is a 

subscriber-aware and application-aware service delivery network edge element, located 

between the gateway of the access network and the public network and network services, as 

shown in the figure below [Fig. 5-1]. 
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Figure 5-1: Service Control Network architecture 

The service control gateway enforces policy rules based on subscriber-awareness, 

application-awareness, and service data flow identification. The service control gateway 

provides services such as Network Address Translation (NAT) and traffic load balancing as 

though they were provided directly at the access network gateway. 

 

Among the various features that the Service Control Gateway can provide, we are focusing 

on the following for the scope of this test case: 

 Services such as application identification through deep packet inspection (DPI), 

HTTP header enrichment, traffic load balancing to servers, and NAT. 

 Support for subscriber-aware application-based policies by using enhanced policy 

and charging control (ePCC) rules. 

 Support for subscriber-aware data-flow-based policies by using PCC rules. 

 Static control of PCC and ePCC rules (no interaction with a PCRF or RADIUS server). 

 Redirection of subscriber flow toward external chained services or internal chained 

services (traffic steering). 

 Easy, quick, and cost-effective creation of personalized services. 

 

The service control gateway handles traffic from multiple types of access network gateways, 

providing access-independent subscriber-aware services in a converged manner for wireline 

and mobile access. Subscribers may be controlled by a Broadband Network Gateway (BNG) 

in a wireline access network, by a gateway GPRS support node (GGSN) in a 2G or 3G 

network architecture, or by a Packet Data Network Gateway (PGW) in a 4G/LTE network 

architecture. 
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Before the Service Control Gateway can process data traffic based on subscriber-aware 

policies, it must set up a Traffic Detection Function (TDF) subscriber session. 

You can configure two types of TDF subscribers: 

 

 IFL-based—Subscriber sessions are initiated when you configure the subscriber and 

assign it a set of interfaces. All traffic that the Service Control Gateway receives on 

those interfaces shares the same IFL-based subscriber session. 

 IP-based—Subscriber sessions are initiated when the Service Control Gateway 

processes a RADIUS accounting start request for a potential subscriber from a 

GGSN, PGW, or BNG. An IP-based subscriber session is for one unique user IP 

address. 

 

During this test project we are focusing to use IFL-based subscribers. 

The service control gateway examines the attribute-value pairs (AVPs) of the RADIUS 

accounting request (for example, the 3GPP International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) or 

the IPv4 address of the subscriber) and determines whether to create a subscriber session 

and whether to use dynamic policy control, static policy control, or RADIUS server policy 

control for the session. These decisions are based on the Service Control Gateway 

configuration. 

  

A Juniper Networks MX router acting as a Services Control Gateway requires a dedicated 

JUNOS version (currently version is 14.1X55-D25) running on an MX-240, 480 or 960 and 

must be installed with at least one MS-MPC card. 

The MS-MPC hosts two main functions: service and session related tasks. At least one 

service PIC and one session PIC need to be configured. 

  

A session PIC supports access subscriber session setup and management, enabling the 

steering of subscriber traffic to the correct services PIC. The session PIC also sets up a 

session with the policy and charging rules function (PCRF) so it can receive subscriber PCC 

rules from the PCRF and send application-start messages to the PCRF. 

  

A service PIC provides subscriber-aware policy enforcement and traffic steering that is 

application-aware. Traffic steering refers to the capability to direct or traverse traffic from a 

specified source to an endpoint or the adjacent network element in a routing path. The 

service PIC is configured with software plugins to perform the configured or requested 

services, which include the policy and charging enforcement function (PCEF), application 

detection and control, HTTP header enrichment, HTTP redirect, and network address 

translation.  

 

Service Selection 

Service Control Gateway can use PCC and ePCC rules to redirect, or steer, a subscriber’s 

traffic to a third-party server to apply a service chain. The rule identifies a routing instance to 
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apply to the traffic. You can configure different routing instances for traffic from the 

subscriber (uplink) and traffic to the subscriber (downlink). 

Application Identification 

Application identification on the service control gateway performs DPI to determine whether 

the subscriber’s data pac ets match an application si nature. This si nature identifies the 

application that is being used. Juniper Networks provides a set of predefined application 

signatures that can be downloaded. 

 

One can also configure custom application signatures by defining: 

 Source or destination IP address or port  

 Type of ICMP messages 

 IP protocol 

 Layer 7 contexts such as HTTP and SSL that are further differentiated for stream 

contexts by the Layer 4 protocol type 

 

After the service control gateway identifies an application for a subscriber’s traffic, it applies 

any matching ePCC rule to the traffic. 

 

Policy enforcement 

The service control gateway enforces PCC rules and ePCC rules based on the subscriber’s 

identity for the traffic. A PCC rule or ePCC rule specifies the actions to take on packets that 

match a particular condition. 

 

A PCC rule identifies a service data flow (SDF) filter that the packet must match. An SDF 

filter can specify: 

 Source or destination addresses, subnets, and ports 

 Flow direction 

 Protocol 

 

An ePCC rule identifies an application or group of applications that the packet must match. 

PCC or ePCC rule actions can include: 

 Redirecting HTTP traffic to a URL or to an IP address (ePCC rules only) 

 Forwarding packets to a routing instance (ePCC rules only) so that packets are 

directed to external chained services 

 Setting the forwarding class 

 Setting the maximum bit rate 

 Performing HTTP header enrichment (ePCC rules only) 

 Setting the gating status to blocked or allowed 
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The PCC and ePCC rules for a subscriber are under dynamic control, static control, or 

RADIUS server control, depending on the configuration you have created. With static control, 

the provisioning of rules and their activation and deactivation is controlled only by the 

configuration of the service control gateway. 

 

5.2. Contrail and Service chaining 
 

5.3.1 Use Case 1 – Personalized security 

 

This test scenario demonstrated the use case of a customized web parental control security 

function (URL filtering/blacklisting) provided by Contrail hosted vSRX (FW-BLUE) instance 

leveraging the Unified Threat Management (UTM) functions of vSRX. The customer traffic 

was redirected by configured policy on the MX Service Control Gateway to and from the 

vSRX security function. 

The test involved a wireless client simulating the subscriber device initiating web browsing 

requests towards different websites. Based on the configured parental control policy 

requests to sites categorized as online shopping or gambling resulted in a block action with a 

response message. Browsing to other non-blacklisted websites was allowed. 

  

 Wireless client IP is 192.168.78.71 

 Public IP of the Wireless client in UBris 137.222.177.121, check at whois 

 Non-filtered website for example: http://nitlab.inf.uth.gr/ at IP 83.212.32.136 

 Filtered websites (websense categories: gambling, shopping and ) like amazon.com 

 

Session output on SCG 

 

lkiraly@mx480-6-SCG> show services flows     
Interface: ms-2/1/0, Service set: SCG-NITOS-template 
Flow                                                State    Dir       Frm 

count 
TCP       192.168.78.71:48942  ->   83.212.32.136:80     Forward  I               

2 
TCP       83.212.32.136:80     ->   192.168.78.71:48942  Forward  O               

1 
TCP       192.168.78.71:48941  ->   83.212.32.136:80     Forward  I               

4 
TCP       83.212.32.136:80     ->   192.168.78.71:48941  Forward  O               

3 
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Session detail on FW-BLUE 

 

root@FW-BLUE> show security flow session source-prefix 192.168.78.71      
Session ID: 80355, Policy name: Limited-Content/4, Timeout: 300, Valid 
  In: 192.168.78.71/48948 --> 83.212.32.136/80;tcp, If: ge-0/0/1.0, Pkts: 181, 

Bytes: 12470 
  Out: 83.212.32.136/80 --> 192.168.78.71/48948;tcp, If: ge-0/0/2.0, Pkts: 242, 

Bytes: 327992 
 
Session ID: 80364, Policy name: Limited-Content/4, Timeout: 300, Valid 
  In: 192.168.78.71/48956 --> 83.212.32.136/80;tcp, If: ge-0/0/1.0, Pkts: 62, 

Bytes: 4334 
  Out: 83.212.32.136/80 --> 192.168.78.71/48956;tcp, If: ge-0/0/2.0, Pkts: 70, 

Bytes: 94632 
 
Session ID: 80365, Policy name: Limited-Content/4, Timeout: 2, Valid 
  In: 192.168.78.71/48957 --> 83.212.32.136/80;tcp, If: ge-0/0/1.0, Pkts: 5, Bytes: 

280 
  Out: 83.212.32.136/80 --> 192.168.78.71/48957;tcp, If: ge-0/0/2.0, Pkts: 3, 

Bytes: 172 
 
Session ID: 80366, Policy name: Limited-Content/4, Timeout: 298, Valid 
  In: 192.168.78.71/48958 --> 83.212.32.136/80;tcp, If: ge-0/0/1.0, Pkts: 4, Bytes: 

240 
  Out: 83.212.32.136/80 --> 192.168.78.71/48958;tcp, If: ge-0/0/2.0, Pkts: 3, 

Bytes: 180 
 
Session ID: 80367, Policy name: Limited-Content/4, Timeout: 296, Valid 
  In: 192.168.78.71/48959 --> 83.212.32.136/80;tcp, If: ge-0/0/1.0, Pkts: 3, Bytes: 

176 
  Out: 83.212.32.136/80 --> 192.168.78.71/48959;tcp, If: ge-0/0/2.0, Pkts: 2, 

Bytes: 120 
Total sessions: 6 

 

Subscriber profile detail on SCG (current active PCC rule is NITOS-BLUE which drives 

the traffic to the FW-BLUE service) 

 

lkiraly@mx480-6-SCG> show unified-edge tdf subscribers detail  
Gateway: SCG 
 
Subscriber Information: 
     Subscriber Type : IFL                     
     Subscriber Name : NITOS-ACCESS          
     State      : Established                     Session Duration: 000358 hrs 07 

mins 13 secs 
     Domain     : NITOS-DOMAIN                                                 
     Data VRF   : NITOS-VR                                                     
     Session PIC: 2 /0  (FPC/PIC) 
     Service PIC: 2 /1  (FPC/PIC) 
     PCRF Event Triggers : None                                                
     Revalidation due in : N/A              
     Subscriber MBR:   Uplink (kbps):  0             Downlink (kbps):  0          
     Subscriber burst: Uplink (bytes): 0             Downlink (bytes): 0          
     Access IFL List:          Name      (Index)      State 
                         ge-0/0/4.0      (399  )      Active    
    PCC Profile Name : NITOS_PCEFPROFILE_1 
    PCC Rule Information: 
    Rule Name: NITOS-BLUE    
       Type      : Static             Associated Rule Base: None       
       Precedence: 40                 Status: Active  
       Activation due in  : N/A       
       Deactivation due in: N/A       
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     QoS Parameters: 
       MBR Uplink (kbps):         384         MBR Downlink (kbps):         640       
       Burst size Uplink (bytes): 384000      Burst size Downlink (bytes): 640000    
     Charging Attributes: 
       Rating Group: 0          Service ID: 0               Gating Status: enable-

both 
       AF Charging Id: None     Charging Method: None       Metering Method: None    
       Usage Monitoring Key :  NULL         
     Services Attributes: 
       Steering VRF Uplink: VR_BLUE_NITOS_IN Downlink: VR_BLUE_NITOS_OUT   
     Logging Rule Name :  NULL          
     Filter Attributes:  
       Remote IP/Mask: any/any            Protocol: any Direction: Both    
       Local Ports:  any 
       Remote Ports: any 
    Rule Name: NITOS-PASSTHROUGH 
       Type      : Static             Associated Rule Base: None       
       Precedence: 50                 Status: Active  
       Activation due in  : N/A       
       Deactivation due in: N/A       
     QoS Parameters: 
       MBR Uplink (kbps):         0           MBR Downlink (kbps):         0         
       Burst size Uplink (bytes): 0           Burst size Downlink (bytes): 0         
     Charging Attributes: 
       Rating Group: 0          Service ID: 0               Gating Status: enable-

both 
       AF Charging Id: None     Charging Method: None       Metering Method: None    
       Usage Monitoring Key :  NULL         
     Services Attributes: 
       Steering VRF Uplink: UBRIS-VR        Downlink: UBRIS-VR   
     Logging Rule Name :  NULL          
     Filter Attributes:  
       Remote IP/Mask: any/any            Protocol: any Direction: Both    
       Local Ports:  any 
       Remote Ports: any 

 

 

Session on vsrx1 in UBris (Internet gateway) 

 

lkiraly@vsrx1> show security flow session source-prefix 192.168.78.71     
Session ID: 260999, Policy name: pol1/9, Timeout: 1764, Valid 
  In: 192.168.78.71/35778 --> 83.212.32.136/5222;tcp, If: ge-0/0/1.0, Pkts: 41, 

Bytes: 5307 
  Out: 83.212.32.136/5222 --> 137.222.177.121/15081;tcp, If: ge-0/0/0.0, Pkts: 44, 

Bytes: 9583 
Total sessions: 1 
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Browsing to www.amazon.com is blocked based on security policy and UTM web-

filtering policy 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Browsing policy 

 

Security policy on the FW-Blue catching the user web traffic: 

 

root@FW-BLUE> show configuration security policies from-zone trust to-zone untrust     
policy Limited-Content { 
    match { 
        source-address any; 
        destination-address any; 
        application [ junos-http junos-dns-udp ]; 
    } 
    then { 
        permit { 
            application-services { 
                utm-policy URL-Filtering; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 
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UTM Webfiltering policy on the FW-Blue  

 

root@FW-BLUE> show configuration security utm feature-profile  
web-filtering { 
    url-blacklist BLUE-blacklist; 
    type juniper-enhanced; 
    traceoptions { 
        flag all; 
    } 
    juniper-enhanced { 
        profile ParentalControl { 
            category { 
                Enhanced_Gambling { 
                    action block; 
                } 
                Enhanced_Shopping { 
                    action block; 
                } 
            } 
            custom-block-message "YOU are not AUTHORIZED, Parental Control 

violation"; 
            fallback-settings { 
                default log-and-permit; 
                server-connectivity log-and-permit; 
                timeout log-and-permit; 
                too-many-requests log-and-permit; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

Log syslog outputs for the permitted and blacklisted event 

 

Aug  6 15:43:00  FW-BLUE RT_UTM: WEBFILTER_URL_PERMITTED: WebFilter: ACTION="URL 

Permitted" 192.168.78.71(45668)->83.212.32.136(80) CATEGORY="N/A" REASON="BY_OTHER" 

PROFILE="ParentalControl" URL=nitlab.inf.uth.gr OBJ=/ USERNAME=N/A ROLES=N/A 
 
Aug  6 15:43:47  FW-BLUE RT_UTM: WEBFILTER_URL_BLOCKED: WebFilter: ACTION="URL 

Blocked" 192.168.78.71(38110)->54.239.22.213(80) CATEGORY="BLUE-blacklist" 

REASON="BY_BLACK_LIST" PROFILE="ParentalControl" URL=fls-na.amazon.com 

OBJ=/1/batch/1/oe/ USERNAME=N/A ROLES=N/A 
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Details of FW-BLUE service runinng on the Contrail and Openstack cluster 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5-3: FW-BLUE Services 
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Details of Contrail virtual networks 

 

Figure 5-4: Contrail Virtual Networks 

 

5.3.2 Use Case 2 – Personalized QoS 

 

Description of the test 

This test scenario demonstrated the possibility to use DPI as an available on-board service 

on the MX Service Control Gateway to identify specific web, nested or standard network 

applications based on L4-L7 attributes and enforce traffic rate limiting on this particular traffic 

type. The DPI function is using Juniper's application identification (APPID) engine. This 

engine is running on the Multi-services Modular PIC Concentrator (MS-MPC) installed in the 

MX router. A potential use case can be to provide customizable QoS function for the 

subscriber. In our example we configured a bandwidth rate limit for uplink and downlink 

traffic classified as a FTP transaction. 

 

FTP traffic matching the configured DPI rules on SCG will be rate limited based on the 

configured maximum bit rate (MBR) settings (256Kbps download/128Kbps upload) 
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FTP server running on the University of Bristol premises on 192.168.55.2 hosting 10MB and 

100MB test files for download. 

For the initial tests the SRX240-NITOS SRX was used from the NITOS access routing instance 

simulating a subscriber: 

 
user@mx480-6-SCG> show unified-edge tdf subscribers detail  
Gateway: SCG 
 
Subscriber Information: 
     Subscriber Type : IFL                     
     Subscriber Name : NITOS-ACCESS          
     State      : Established                     Session Duration: 000000 hrs 02 mins 

30 secs 
     Domain     : NITOS-DOMAIN                                                 
     Data VRF   : NITOS-VR                                                     
     Session PIC: 2 /0  (FPC/PIC) 
     Service PIC: 2 /1  (FPC/PIC) 
     PCRF Event Triggers : None                                                
     Revalidation due in : N/A              
     Subscriber MBR:   Uplink (kbps):  0             Downlink (kbps):  0          
     Subscriber burst: Uplink (bytes): 0             Downlink (bytes): 0          
     Access IFL List:          Name      (Index)      State 
                         ge-0/0/4.0      (395  )      Active    
    PCC Profile Name : NITOS_PCEFPROFILE_1 
    PCC Rule Information: 
    Rule Name: NITOS-DPI     
       Type      : Static             Associated Rule Base: None       
       Precedence: 39                 Status: Active  
       Activation due in  : N/A       
       Deactivation due in: N/A       
     QoS Parameters: 
       MBR Uplink (kbps):         128         MBR Downlink (kbps):         256       
       Burst size Uplink (bytes): 128000      Burst size Downlink (bytes): 256000    
     Charging Attributes: 
       Rating Group: 0          Service ID: 0               Gating Status: enable-both 
       AF Charging Id: None     Charging Method: None       Metering Method: None    
       Usage Monitoring Key :  NULL         
     Services Attributes: 
       Steering VRF Uplink: VR_BLUE_NITOS_IN Downlink: VR_BLUE_NITOS_OUT   
     Logging Rule Name :  NULL          
     Filter Attributes:  
       Remote IP/Mask: any/any            Protocol: any Direction: Both    
       Local Ports:  any 
       Remote Ports: any 
       Application Name   : junos:ftp  
       Application Name   : junos:ftp-data  
       Application Name   : junos:ssh  
    Rule Name: NITOS-BLUE    
       Type      : Static             Associated Rule Base: None       
       Precedence: 40                 Status: Active  
       Activation due in  : N/A       
       Deactivation due in: N/A       
     QoS Parameters: 
       MBR Uplink (kbps):         384         MBR Downlink (kbps):         640       
       Burst size Uplink (bytes): 384000      Burst size Downlink (bytes): 640000    
     Charging Attributes: 
       Rating Group: 0          Service ID: 0               Gating Status: enable-both 
       AF Charging Id: None     Charging Method: None       Metering Method: None    
       Usage Monitoring Key :  NULL         
     Services Attributes: 
       Steering VRF Uplink: VR_BLUE_NITOS_IN Downlink: VR_BLUE_NITOS_OUT   
     Logging Rule Name :  NULL          
     Filter Attributes:  
       Remote IP/Mask: any/any            Protocol: any Direction: Both    
       Local Ports:  any 
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       Remote Ports: any                 
    Rule Name: NITOS-PASSTHROUGH 
       Type      : Static             Associated Rule Base: None       
       Precedence: 50                 Status: Active  
       Activation due in  : N/A       
       Deactivation due in: N/A       
     QoS Parameters: 
       MBR Uplink (kbps):         0           MBR Downlink (kbps):         0         
       Burst size Uplink (bytes): 0           Burst size Downlink (bytes): 0         
     Charging Attributes: 
       Rating Group: 0          Service ID: 0               Gating Status: enable-both 
       AF Charging Id: None     Charging Method: None       Metering Method: None    
       Usage Monitoring Key :  NULL         
     Services Attributes: 
       Steering VRF Uplink: UBRIS-VR        Downlink: UBRIS-VR   
     Logging Rule Name :  NULL          
     Filter Attributes:  
       Remote IP/Mask: any/any            Protocol: any Direction: Both    
       Local Ports:  any 
       Remote Ports: any 
 
user@SRX240-NITOS> ftp 192.168.55.2 routing-instance NITOS source 192.168.78.1     
Connected to 192.168.55.2. 
220 (vsFTPd 3.0.2) 
Name (192.168.55.2:user): content 
331 Please specify the password. 
Password: 
230 Login successful. 
Remote system type is UNIX. 
Using binary mode to transfer files. 
ftp> get 10MB.zip 
local: 10MB.zip remote: 10MB.zip 
200 PORT command successful. Consider using PASV. 
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for 10MB.zip (10485760 bytes). 
100% 

|***************************************************************************************

*******************************************************************| 10240 KB    00:00 

ETAA 
226 Transfer complete. 
10485760 bytes received in 334.83 seconds (30.58 KB/s) 
ftp> quit 
221 Goodbye. 
 
user@SRX240-NITOS> ftp 192.168.55.2 routing-instance NITOS source 192.168.78.1     
Connected to 192.168.55.2. 
220 (vsFTPd 3.0.2) 
Name (192.168.55.2:user): content 
331 Please specify the password. 
Password: 
230 Login successful. 
Remote system type is UNIX. 
Using binary mode to transfer files. 
ftp> put 10MB.zip 
local: 10MB.zip remote: 10MB.zip 
200 PORT command successful. Consider using PASV. 
150 Ok to send data. 
100% 

|***************************************************************************************

*******************************************************************| 10240 KB    00:00 

ETAA 
226 Transfer complete. 
10485760 bytes sent in 673.75 seconds (15.20 KB/s) 
ftp>  
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user@mx480-6-SCG> show services application-identification application-system-cache     
Application System Cache Configurations: 
  application-cache: on 
  cache-entry-timeout: 3600 seconds 
pic: ms-2/1/0 
IP address: 192.168.55.2                             Port: 21     Protocol: TCP  
Application: FTP                                
Classification Path: IP:TCP:FTP 
 
 
user@mx480-6-SCG> show unified-edge tdf subscribers data-plane     
Gateway: SCG 
Data plane statistics : 
 
Subscriber-Name:NITOS-ACCESS 
Subscriber-Type:IFL 
Vrf Id: 7 
Subscriber Stats: 
                      Uplink                Downlink 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Packets          :17897                :22702 
    Bytes            :1528262              :30917300 
    Dropped Packets  :75                   :1658 
    Dropped Bytes    :104250               :2304474 
 
 
Rule: NITOS-DPI  
                      Uplink                Downlink 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Sessions         :7                    :2 
    Packets          :14094                :17525 
    Bytes            :1317198              :23784027 
    Dropped Packets  :75                   :1387 
    Dropped Bytes    :104250               :1927784 
 
 
Rule: NITOS-BLUE  
                      Uplink                Downlink 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Sessions         :5                    :7 
    Packets          :3803                 :5177 
    Bytes            :211064               :7133273 
    Dropped Packets  :0                    :271 
    Dropped Bytes    :0                    :376690 
 
 
Rule: NITOS-PASSTHROUGH  
                      Uplink                Downlink 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
    Sessions         :0                    :0 
    Packets          :0                    :0 
    Bytes            :0                    :0 
    Dropped Packets  :0                    :0 
    Dropped Bytes    :0                    :0 
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6. Conclusions and Next Steps 

In this deliverable we provided the detailed description of the execution of a number of test 

cases related to a) the composition of virtual resources over physical infrastructures and b) 

the network connectivity services and end-to-end cloud services over CONTENT.  In more 

detail under Test Scenario 1, entitled Composition of virtual resources over physical 

infrastructures, four test cases were executed over the functional prototype solutions, 

namely "Virtual infrastructures composed of optical resources", "Virtual infrastructures 

composed of wireless resources", "Virtual infrastructures composed of both optical and 

wireless resources" and "Virtual infrastructures composed of optical, wireless and IT 

resources".   Under Test Scenario 2, entitled Network connectivity services and end-to-end 

cloud services delivery over CONTENT, the following test cases were executed, namely 

"Inter-DC network service provisioning", "User-to-DC network service provisioning", "End-to-

end cloud services connectivity over CONTENT", "End-to-end delivery of a cloud-based 

video streaming service over CONTENT". We also presented the extended CONTENT test-

bed, with the integration of an SDN/NFV ready test-bed provided by Juniper Networks. This 

integration and the corresponding test cases executed ("Personalized QoS" and 

"Personalized Security") were used to prove that the CONTENT system is able to support 

such Test Cases, that require end-to-end connectivity over multi-domain network 

environments. This deliverable described in detail all the configuration performed to support 

the experiments and test cases defined in D5.1. The evaluation of the CONTENT system will 

be provided in deliverable D5.3, based on the results from the test cases execution 

described in this document. 
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8. Acronyms 
 

Acronym Term 

AAA Authentication, Authorization, Accounting 

ARP Address Resolution Protocol 

API Application Programming Interface 

APN Access Point Name 

BoD Bandwidth-on-Demand  

CDN Content Delivery Network  

CMS Cloud Management System 

CONTENT 
Convergence of Wireless Optical Network and IT Resources in 
support of Cloud Services 

CP Control Plane 

DC Data Center  

DPI Deep Packet Inspection 

FPGA Field- Programmable Gate Array 

QoS Quality of Service 

HPIL Heterogeneous Physical  Infrastructure  Layer 

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force 

IML Infrastructure Management Layer 

IT Information Technology  

KPI Key Performance Indicators  

LTE Long Term Evolution 

LICL Logical Infrastructure Composition Layer 

MIMO Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output 

MOVNO Mobile Optical Virtual Network Operator 

MOS Mean Opinion Score  

NITOS Network Implementation Test-Bed using Open Source Platforms  

OMF Control Management Framework 

OML ORBIT measurements framework and library 

OVS OpenVSwitch 
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PLR Packet Loss Rate 

PCC Policy and Charging Control 

ePCC Policy and Charging Control when mute notification, application 
information, and redirect information 

PIP Physical Infrastructure Provider 

POC Proof of Concept 

PDN Packet Data Network 

PDN-GW  Packet Data Network Gateway 

QoE Quality of Experience  

QoS Quality of Service 

REST Representational state transfer 

SC Scenario 

SFA Slice-based Facility Architecture 

SDN Software Defined Networking 

SLA Service Level Agreement 

SOL Service Orchestration Layer 

TC Test Case 

TSON Time Shared Optical Networks 

VI Virtual Infrastructure 

VICL Virtual Infrastructure Control Layer 

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 

VM Virtual Machine 

VM Virtual Machine 

VRP Virtual Resource Pool 

WiMAX Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 

XML EXtensible Markup Language 
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9. Appendix A – DevStack configuration files 
 

OpenStack Controller and Network node – DevStack local.conf 

# Configure OpenStack (juno): Controller Node 

[[local|localrc]] 

  

# vars 

PSWD=nextworks 

PHYNET=physnet1 

BRIF=br-eth5 

VRANGE=10:3999 

BRANCH=stable/juno 

ODLIP=137.222.177.108 

LOCALADDRESS=137.222.177.103 

  

# Addresses 

HOST_IP=$LOCALADDRESS 

SERVICE_HOST=$LOCALADDRESS 

  
# Credentials 

DATABASE_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

ADMIN_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

SERVICE_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

RABBIT_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

SERVICE_TOKEN=nextworksservicetoken 

  

# Logging 

LOGFILE=$DEST/logs/stack.sh.log 

VERBOSE=True 

LOG_COLOR=True 

LOGDAYS=1 

SCREEN_LOGDIR=$DEST/logs 

  

# Miscellaneous 
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RECLONE=yes 

MULTI_HOST=True 

  
# Services 

ENABLED_SERVICES=rabbit,mysql,key 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,neutron,q-svc,q-dhcp,q-l3,q-meta,q-lbaas,q-agt 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,g-api,g-reg 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,n-api,n-cond,n-sch,n-novnc,n-crt,n-cauth, 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,heat,h-api,h-api-cfn,h-api-cw,h-eng 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,horizon 

  

# Branches (uses the stable-juno branch) 

KEYSTONE_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

NOVA_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

GLANCE_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

HORIZON_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

HEAT_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

NEUTRON_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

  

# Network settings: use a Vlan configuration 

Q_PLUGIN=ml2 

ODL_MGR_IP=$ODLIP 

ODL_BOOT_WAIT=400 

Q_ML2_PLUGIN_MECHANISM_DRIVERS=opendaylight,logger 

Q_ML2_TENANT_NETWORK_TYPE=vlan 

Q_ML2_PLUGIN_TYPE_DRIVERS=vlan 

Q_OVS_USE_VETH=True 

ML2_VLAN_RANGES=$PHYNET:$VRANGE 

  

ENABLE_TENANT_VLANS=True 

ENABLE_TENANT_TUNNELS=false 

PHYSICAL_NETWORK=$PHYNET 

  

OVS_ENABLE_TUNNELING=False 
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OVS_BRIDGE_MAPPINGS=$PHYNET:$BRIF 

OVS_PHYSICAL_BRIDGE=$BRIF 

OVS_DEFAULT_BRIDGE=$BRIF 

  

[[post-config|/etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/ml2_conf.ini]] 

[agent] 

minimize_polling=True 

  
[ml2_odl] 

url=http://$ODLIP:8080/controller/nb/v2/neutron 

username=admin 

password=admin 

  

OpenStack Compute node – DevStack local.conf 

# Configure OpenStack (juno): Compute Node 

[[local|localrc]] 

  

# vars 

PSWD=nextworks 

PHYNET=physnet1 

VRANGE=1000:3999 

BRIF=br-eth1 

IF=eth1 

BRANCH=stable/juno 

ODLIP=10.0.10.108 

  

# Credentials 

DATABASE_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

ADMIN_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

SERVICE_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

RABBIT_PASSWORD=$PSWD 

SERVICE_TOKEN=nextworksservicetoken 

  

# Logging 
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LOGFILE=$DEST/logs/stack.sh.log 

VERBOSE=True 

LOG_COLOR=True 

LOGDAYS=1 

SCREEN_LOGDIR=$DEST/logs 

  

# Miscellaneous 

RECLONE=yes 

MULTI_HOST=True 

  

# Compute & Controller reference 

HOST_IP=10.0.10.111 

VNCSERVER_LISTEN=${HOST_IP} 

VNCSERVER_PROXYCLIENT_ADDRESS=${HOST_IP} 

  

SERVICE_HOST=10.0.10.112 

Q_HOST=${SERVICE_HOST} 

MYSQL_HOST=${SERVICE_HOST} 

RABBIT_HOST=${SERVICE_HOST} 

GLANCE_HOSTPORT=${SERVICE_HOST}:9292 

KEYSTONE_AUTH_HOST=${SERVICE_HOST} 

KEYSTONE_SERVICE_HOST=${SERVICE_HOST} 

  

# Services 

disable_all_services 

  
ENABLED_SERVICES=rabbit,mysql 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,neutron,q-agt 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,n-cpu,n-novnc,n-novncproxy,n-consoleauth 

ENABLED_SERVICES+=,odl-compute 

  

# Branches 

NOVA_BRANCH=$BRANCH 

NEUTRON_BRANCH=$BRANCH 
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# Network settings: use a Vlan configuration 

Q_PLUGIN=ml2 

ODL_MGR_IP=$ODLIP 

Q_ML2_PLUGIN_MECHANISM_DRIVERS=opendaylight 

Q_ML2_TENANT_NETWORK_TYPE=vlan 

Q_ML2_PLUGIN_TYPE_DRIVERS=vlan 

Q_OVS_USE_VETH=True 

ML2_VLAN_RANGES=$PHYNET:$VRANGE 

  

ENABLE_TENANT_VLANS=True 

ENABLE_TENANT_TUNNELS=false 

PHYSICAL_NETWORK=$PHYNET 

  

OVS_ENABLE_TUNNELING=False 

OVS_BRIDGE_MAPPINGS=$PHYNET:$BRIF 

OVS_PHYSICAL_BRIDGE=$BRIF 

OVS_DEFAULT_BRIDGE=$BRIF 

  

GUEST_INTERFACE_DEFAULT=$IF 

FLAT_INTERFACE=$IF 

  

  

[[post-config|/etc/neutron/plugins/ml2/ml2_conf.ini]] 

[agent] 

minimize_polling=True 

  

[ml2_odl] 

url=http://$ODLIP:8080/controller/nb/v2/neutron 

username=admin 

password=admin 
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10. Appendix B – Heat Template files or Test Case B3 
 

Test case 3: Heat template file 

heat_template_version: 2014-10-16 

  

description: > 

    Setup the Bristol openstack environment (zones, 

    network, etc.) 

  

parameters: 

  zone1_name: 

    type: string 

    label: Zone1 Name 

    description: The name for the zone-1 in the opestack environment. 

  

  zone1_hosts: 

    type: comma_delimited_list 

    label: Zone1 Hosts Names 

    description: Hosts that should belong to the Zone1 

  

  zone2_name: 

    type: string 

    label: Zone2 Name 

 description: The name for the zone-2 in the opestack environment. 

  

  zone2_hosts: 

    type: comma_delimited_list 

    label: Zone2 Hosts Names 

    description: Hosts that should belong to the Zone2 

  

  net_cidr: 

    type: string 

    label: Network CIDR 

    description: E.g. 192.168.100.0/24 
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  vm_image: 

    type: string 

    label: VM Image Name 

    description: E.g. cirros-0.3.2-x86_64-uec 

  

  vm_flavor: 

    type: string 

    label: VM flavor descriptor 

    description: E.g. m1.tiny 

  

  source_endpoint: 

    type: number 
    label: Source EndPoint identifier (64 bits). 
    description: E.g. 1234 

  
  source_endpoint_interface: 
    type: number 
    label: Source EndPoint Port number (32 bits). 
    description: E.g. 13 

  
  destination_endpoint: 
    type: number 
    label: Destination EndPoint identifier (64 bits). 

  
  destination_endpoint_interface: 
    type: number 
    label: Destination EndPoint Port number (32 bits). 

  
  bandwidth: 
    type: number 
    label: Requested Bandwidth. 

  

  
resources: 
  availability_zone1: 
    type: OS::Nova::AvailabilityZone 
    properties: 
      name: { get_param: zone1_name } 
      hosts: { get_param: zone1_hosts } 

  
  availability_zone2: 
    type: OS::Nova::AvailabilityZone 
    properties: 
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      name: { get_param: zone2_name } 
      hosts: { get_param: zone2_hosts } 

  
  demo_net: 
    type: OS::Neutron::Net 
    properties: 
      name: demo-net 

  
  demo_subnet: 
    type: OS::Neutron::Subnet 
    properties: 
      name: demo-subnet 
      network: { get_resource: demo_net } 
      cidr: { get_param: net_cidr } 
      dns_nameservers: ["8.8.8.8"] 

  
  security: 
    type: OS::Neutron::SecurityGroup 
    properties: 
      name: ping-ssh 
      description: Allow Ping and SSH 
      rules: [{"protocol": icmp}, 
              {"protocol": tcp, "port_range_min": 22, "port_range_max": 22}] 

  
  vm_test_1: 
    type: OS::Nova::Server 
    depends_on: [availability_zone1, demo_net, demo_subnet, security] 
    properties: 
      name: vm-test-1 
      availability_zone: { get_param: zone1_name } 
   flavor: { get_param: vm_flavor } 
      image: { get_param: vm_image } 
      networks: [{"network": demo-net}] 
      security_groups: [ping-ssh] 

  
  vm_test_2: 
    type: OS::Nova::Server 
    depends_on: [availability_zone2, demo_net, demo_subnet, security] 
    properties: 
      name: vm-test-2 
      availability_zone: { get_param: zone2_name } 
      flavor: { get_param: vm_flavor } 
      image: { get_param: vm_image } 
      networks: [{"network": demo-net}] 
      security_groups: [ping-ssh] 

  
  l2_virtual_link: 
 type: OS::Neutron::L2VirtualLink 
 depends_on: [vm_test_1, vm_test_2] 
 properties: 
   source-endpoint: { get_param: source_endpoint } 
   source-endpoint-if: { get_param: source_endpoint_interface } 
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   source-port-id: { get_attr: [vm_test_1, addresses, demo-net, 0, port] } 
   destination-endpoint: { get_param: destination_endpoint } 
   destination-endpoint-if: { get_param: destination_endpoint_interface } 
   destination-port-id: { get_attr: [vm_test_2, addresses, demo-net, 0, port] } 
   net-id: { get_resource: demo_net } 
   bandwidth: { get_param: bandwidth } 

  

  
outputs: 
  availability_zone1: 
    description: Resource identifier of the zone-1 
    value: { get_resource: availability_zone1 } 

  
  availability_zone2: 
    description: Resource identifier of the zone-2 
    value: { get_resource: availability_zone2 } 

  
  vm_test_1_ip: 
    description: The IP address of the vm-test-1 
    value: { get_attr: [vm_test_1, first_address] } 

  
  vm_test_2_ip: 
    description: The IP address of the vm-test-2 
    value: { get_attr: [vm_test_2, first_address] } 

  

Test case 3: Heat environment file 

parameters: 
    zone1_name: 'bris-z1' 
    zone2_name: 'bris-z2' 
    net_cidr: "192.168.200.0/24" 
    vm_image: "cirros-0.3.2-x86_64-uec" 
    vm_flavor: "m1.tiny" 
    source_endpoint: 1 
    source_endpoint_interface: 12 
    destination_endpoint: 2 
    destination_endpoint_interface: 12 
    bandwidth: 500 
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11. Appendix C - OMF Web 
 

Code for parsing and injecting the desired measurement points in OMF-web written in ruby. 

parse.rb 

require 'oml4r' 

 

class My_base < OML4R::MPBase 

  name @@expID.to_sym 

 
  param :rx_bytes, :type => :double 

  param :rx_packets, :type => :double 

  param :tx_bytes, :type => :double 

  param :tx_packets, :type => :double 

  param :tx_retries, :type => :double 

  param :tx_failed, :type => :double 

  param :signal, :type => :double 

  param :avg_signal, :type => :double 

  param :tx_bitrate, :type => :double 

  param :t, :type => :string 

  #param :source, :type => :string 

  #param :destination, :type => :string 

  #param :time, :type => :string 

  param :expID, :type => :double 

end 

 

OML4R::init(ARGV, 

  :appName => 'Statistics', 

  :domain => 'CONTENT', 

  :nodeID => 'n1', 

  :collect => 'tcp:nitlab.inf.uth.gr:3003' 

) 

 

require “open3” 
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        ... 

 

while count < 60 

    sleep(3) 

    ... 

  Open3.popen3("iw dev wlan0 station dump") do       |stdin3,stdout3,stderr3,wait_thr3| 

  while line = stdout3.gets 

       cc = cc + 1 

       if cc == cv + 3 

          rx = line.split(":") 

          rx = rx[1].split(" ") 

          rx = rx[0].to_f*0.000001 

          puts "rx Mbytes = #{rx}" 

               end 

       if cc == cv + 4 

          rxp = line.split(":") 

          rxp = rxp[1].split(" ") 

          rxp = rxp[0].to_f*0.000001 

          puts "rx Mpackets = #{rxp}" 

        end 

   

  ... 

       

   end 

        

My_base.inject(rx,rxp,tx,txp,txr[0],txf[0],signal[0],avg_signal[0],tx_bitrate[0],t,@@exp

ID) 

   cc=0 

  end 

end 

              

OML4R::close() 
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The following .yaml file is used for the visualization of the measurements in OMF-web. 

omf_web.yaml 

server: 

  name: 'end-2-end' 

  page_title: 'end-2-end' 

  port: 4010 

 

data_sources: 

  - id: Station_dump 

 table: Statistics_1 

 check_interval: 1 # Check every 2 seconds 

 query_interval: 1 

 limit: 5 # Fetch 5 rows each time 

 database: 

   id: sample 

   url: postgres://oml:oml@nitlab.inf.uth.gr:5002/CONTENT 

 

repositories: 

  - id: simple 

 type: file 

 top_dir: . 

 

widgets: 

   - id: main 

 name: Main 

 top_level: true 

 priority: 900 

 type: layout/one_column 

 type: layout/tabbed 

 

widgets: 

   - name: Throughput 
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     type: data/line_chart3 

     info: It shows the throughput in Mbits/sec. 

     data_source: 

       name: Station_dump 

       #dynamic: 30 

           mapping: 

       x_axis: 

        property: oml_ts_client 

       y_axis: 

        property: iperf 

       # max: 2.0 

       group_by: t 

     axis: 

       x: 

        legend: Time (sec) 

       y: 

        legend: Throughput (Mbits/sec) 

        ticks: 

                      format: ".1f" 

 

   - name: Rx bytes 

     type: data/line_chart3 

     info: It shows the Rx data. 

     data_source: 

      name: Station_dump 

      #dynamic: 30  

 

     mapping: 

       x_axis: 

         property: oml_ts_client 

       y_axis: 

         property: rx_bytes 
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       # max: 2.0 

       group_by: t 

     axis: 

       x: 

        legend: Time (sec) 

        label_color: black 

       y: 

        legend: Received data 

(MBytes) 

            ticks: 

          format: ".1f" 

 ... 

     

   - name: Table 

     type: data/table2 

     info: Full Table 

     data_source: 

       name: Station_dump 

       #dynamic: 30 

 

 


